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Publisher’s Note 

 

For India to move on in its journey to end 

poverty and ensure security and development for 

all, it is essential to emphasise on development 

of the vast countryside and the people who 

inhabit it. Ever since independence, therefore, 

governing rural India to achieve the goals of 

inclusive and sustained development has been a 

crucial area for governmental and non-

governmental initiatives. 

The Department of Political Science, 

Ramakrishna Mission Vidyamandira had taken 

up a novel endeavour in collaboration with 

Nivedita Community Care Centre, Village 

Ichhapur, PO Gopinagar, District Hooghly 

whereby our students studying Public 

Administration in India as part of their syllabus 

conducted field studies in different areas and 

presented papers on issues of rural governance 

in West Bengal in India and also in the 

neighbouring state of Bangladesh at a Seminar at 

the Centre on 22 November, 2016. Resource 



  

 

persons such as Faculty from Vidyamandira, 

government officials, Panchayat functionaries 

and development practitioners had a direct face 

to face interaction with the students at the rural 

setting faraway from urban life. The present 

volume is a collection of papers presented by 

resource persons, and most importantly, our 

students. 

We acknowledge with gratitude the 

contributions of the writers, the local 

administration, Panchayat members and office 

bearers, the Nivedita Community Care Centre, 

the printer and all those who have stood by us so 

that this volume can see the light of day. 
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Rural Governance: a Prologue 

Indrashis Banerjee 
Head, Department of Political Science,  

Ramakrishna Mission Vidyamandira 

 

 

Addressing the concerns and enhancing the 

quality of life of all sections of the population across the 

length and breadth of this vast and ancient land of ours is 

fundamental to ensuring peace and prosperity. With a 

very long history of colonial exploitation, the task before 

the impoverished newly independent Indian state in 1947 

was indeed extremely difficult. The task of feeding the 

millions, providing shelter and security and extending 

even the very basic of amenities to the teeming multitude 

were huge, and in meeting these challenges, the Indian 

state started its journey by organising, conducting and 

nurturing development initiatives. In this effort, the 

support and active assistance of other development 

agencies alongside the state helped address the 

development issues to a considerable extent. 

 India, as is often said, lives in its villages, and 

aptly, the development initiatives focussed upon 

developing the country side primarily, as a first step. In 

other words, in the stress on rural development lay the 

foundation of a future India, secure and peaceful. Units 

of rural local government were formed through 
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legislations and movements in order to manage 

development in rural areas so as to achieve desirable 

goals and objectives that would stand by the poor, the 

needy and the disadvantaged. Governing rural India, 

thus, has been and continues to be of pivotal importance 

in India’s journey of progress and in striving to wipe the 

tear from every eye.  

The Department of Political Science, 

Ramakrishna Mission Vidyamandira had taken up a 

novel endeavour whereby students studying Public 

Administration as part of their syllabus conducted field 

studies as well. They presented papers on issues of rural 

governance in West Bengal in India and also in the 

neighbouring state of Bangladesh in collaboration with 

Nivedita Community Care Centre, Village Ichhapur, PO 

Gopinagar, District Hooghly at the Centre. This non-

governmental organisation was established in 1975. 

Resource persons included Faculty from Vidyamandira, 

government officials and sub-district level Panchayat 

functionaries such as the Karmadhyakshya as also the 

lady-member of the Panchayat Samity, the elected 

Members of the Gram Panchayats, and so on. The direct 

interface between the academic community of teachers 

and students and development practitioners at a rural 

setting far removed from urban life had been a rewarding 

experience. The present volume is a collection of papers 

presented by resource persons, elected representatives, 
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and most importantly, our students, whose contributions 

focus upon conceptual issues as also hinge upon field-

based in-depth analysis of the maze of issues that 

development in general, and governance in particular in 

the context of the rural  in India and Bangladesh. 

A nuanced understanding of any issue calls for a 

larger framework of academic understanding that makes 

deliberation meaningful and a contributory factor in the  

development enterprise. This framework rests upon 

creating a conceptual and definitional template. In his 

paper titled ‘Gramonnoyon’( in Bengali), the author 

Satyam Chakraborty sets the tone of the publication, 

providing a canvass in which is seamlessly painted the 

papers that follow. The submission by Sudipto 

Karmakar, ‘Government and Governance: a Conceptual 

Framework’ explores the notions of ‘government’ and 

‘governance’, two similar sounding, yet conceptually not 

entirely similar words in an academic exercise aimed at 

conceptual clarity.  

The elected representative of the intermediate 

level of the three-tier Panchayat Raj Institutions, the 

Panchayat Samity, Bijoli Majhi, in her article, 

‘Gramonnoyon o ami’ (in Bengali) traces how she had 

been drawn into rural development initiatives in a 

political career spanning years and across different 

political dispensations in Dhaniakhali Panchayat Samity 

of Hooghly district of West Bengal. Krishna Chandra 
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Mukherjee, elected Member of Parambua Gram 

Panchayat, Hooghly district in his presentation, ‘Amar 

Panchayat o Unnayon dhara: Parambua Sahabazar 

Gram Panchayat’, focuses upon the steps undertaken to 

attain the objectives of development in his locality. 

Samit Bhattacharya, the elected representative and 

Member of Gopinathpur I Gram Panchayat dwells upon 

development issues at large in the Ichhapur village of his 

area, highlighting, interestingly, the role played by 

Nivedita Community Care Centre, an NGO established 

in 1975 in Ichhapur village, especially in the areas of 

health care for the mother and the child in his 

contribution, ‘Grambanglar Unnayon o Ichhapur Gram’ 

(in Bengali).  

A marked feature of this volume is the 

contribution  based on secondary data as also direct first-

hand experience of governance and development  in the 

sprawling countryside in the neighbouring state of the 

People’s Republic of Bangladesh by two of our 

international students, both of them being Bangladeshi 

citizens. ‘Local Self-Government in Bangladesh’ by 

Amit Saha and ‘Grameen shayattashashon: Prasanga 

Bangladesh’( in Bengali)  by Ashutosh Dutta are riveting 

reads, highlighting the trajectories of rural development 

initiatives and institutional arrangements in that country. 

Upamanyu  Basu’s  ‘Local Self Government : A 

Rural Picture (With special emphasis on 73
rd
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Amendment Act 1992)’ attempts a pen picture of the 

landmark legislative provisions as constitutionally 

mandated by various Acts, especially the 73
rd

 

Amendment Act 1992 to the Constitution of India. His 

exploration goes on to look into issues of empowerment 

effects of the people of rural India. 

In ‘Paschimbangyer Gram Panchayater Aayer 

Utsa ebong Sthyaniya Shayattashashan byaboshthya’ (in 

Bengali), Bikash Makhal probes into the sources of 

revenue earning of Gram Panchayats in an endeavor to 

suggest possible measures for augmenting the finances 

of panchayats, thereby making these rural self-governing 

units self-sustaining and thus, self-reliant to the extent of 

taking their own decisions by not depending on external 

financial support. Ajoy Kumar Bera examines the 

nuances of women’s empowerment in the context of 

‘governance’ and the institutionalization of Panchayat 

Raj in ‘Sushashan, Panchayati Raj Protishthan o 

Mahilader Khomotayan: ekti Parjyalochona’. With 

valuable inputs from a Murshidabad village, Sourav 

Saha’s empirical study reveals the intensity, nature and 

extent of the problem of child labour in his analytical 

submission, ‘Murshidabad Jelar Dadpur Shishu 

shromikder ekti Shamprotik Chitro’. 

Development functionaries are busy with their 

normal duties as elected members of the rural 

governance units across rural India: it becomes an almost 
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impossible task for them to deal with situations that stare 

squarely in the face, suddenly, and beyond their control. 

Thus, in the instances of floods, landslides, forest-fires 

and such natural calamities, which are not too infrequent, 

the grassroots-level organisations and development 

agencies of the government as also other institutions 

have an exacting time.  From directly experienced 

everyday life in their  own villages, the authors of two 

articles, Mintu Naskar and Milan Bayen  go on to show  

how the Cyclone Aila in West Bengal’s Sundarbans area 

impacted upon lives and livelihoods of inhabitants : 

crops  were destroyed, habitations inundated, livestock 

and cattle affected. They go on to study the response of 

the local state or the lack of it to these and other 

development and governance issues in their 

contributions. Naskar’s first-hand experiential 

knowledge is portrayed in his ‘Aila Poroborti 

Sundarbaner ekti Gramer Katha’ (in Bengali).  Milan 

Bayen’s paper, ‘Aila o Sundarbaner Matshyojibi: 

Obosthya o Obosthyan’ (in Bengali) seeks to specifically 

address the condition of fisher folk and fish farmers, a 

category that comprises a bulk of the population in their 

study area. 

A population inhabiting a landmass of sub-

continental proportions with a very long and variegated 

history such as ours has indeed been an asset for the 

Indian state. However, the development experience 
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across the length and breadth of the country has not been 

uniform, and many a region did not surge forward as 

many others did. Studies have highlighted such lopsided 

growth, and some have gone on to pinpoint these as the 

cause for a number of challenges facing the country in 

contemporary times, including the rise of extremism, 

forced migration, starvation, malnutrition, superstition 

and so on. It is of crucial importance that the rural play a 

defining role in the scheme of development as a whole, 

and in assigning an  agentic  role to the rural 

constituency in diverse settings only can development be 

inclusive and sustainable. A top-heavy, hierarchal and 

graded administrative approach to developing all corners 

of the land and touching favourably all sections of the 

population ends up in leaving many at the receiving end, 

what with the bane of nepotism, redtapism and 

bureaucratic stranglehold institutionalized over centuries 

and perpetuated even after our independence serving 

vested interests. Only through empowering Indians 

through legislation and securing their entitlements 

through sustained initiatives can the fruits of 

development be realized. It is only natural that in doing 

this, the village and the villager must be accorded the 

centrality that they deserve.  
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Government & Governance: A Conceptual 

Framework 

Sudipto Karmakar 

Student (3
rd

 Year), Department Of Political Science, 

Ramakrishna Mision Vidyamandira 

 

Governance and government are words that have 

gained currency amongst a very large, almost an 

unimaginable number of people across the world. Their 

popularity is ever increasing. Of the two 

terms, government, however, is a word that has a far 

greater understanding among people than governance, 

and the reason perhaps lies in the term being used to 

mean one of the features of a modern state, the others 

being territory, population, international recognition, and 

most importantly, sovereignty, an attribute that sets the 

state apart from all other organizations and institutions. 

Government has a longer history than the later term 

governance. This presentation seeks to explore the 

meaning, types and nature of these two terms in order to 

develop a conceptual framework that may prove helpful 

in understanding the crucial state-citizen relationship 

across societies and both rural and urban contexts.   

Often, Governance and government are regarded 

as interchangeable terms. This is so in the sense that 

these both relate to the process of governing: However, 

they differ in other senses. Government often refers to 

the governing body itself, while governance often refers 
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to the act of governing. So, we may contend that, 

members of a government are engaged in governance. 

In varied contexts, however,  governance is often 

regarded to be  the better word for the administration of 

non-governmental organizations (and corporations, as 

well), while government  works better in reference to the 

public administration of nations, states, municipalities 

and civic governments and so on  

The two terms may, on closer scrutiny, reveal 

typologies that prove helpful in disaggregating the topic 

of discussion and delve and understand their meanings. 

TYPES OF GOVERNMENT 

Monarchy - Monarchy is a form of government in which 

a single family rules a country from generation to 

generation. The power, or sovereignty, is personified in a 

single individual. The most familiar example of a 

monarchy is the constitutional monarchy that exists in 

the United Kingdom. Queen Elizabeth II is the head of 

state of the U.K. as well as monarch of fifteen other 

independent countries.  

Republic – This is a form of government in which power 

is explicitly vested in the people, who in turn exercise 

their power through elected representatives. Today, the 

terms republic and democracy are virtually 

interchangeable, but historically the two differed. 

 

Dictatorship– Dictatorship is defined as a form of 

government in which one person or a small group 

possesses absolute power without 
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effective constitutional limitations.  Dictators usually 

resort to force or fraud to gain despotic political power, 

which they maintain through the use of intimidation, 

terror, and the suppression of basic civil liberties. They 

may also manipulate and employ techniques of 

mass propaganda in order to sustain their public support. 

 

Aristocracy- An aristocracy is a form of government 

where a small group of elites rule. Aristocrats, or the 

ruling elites, tend to enjoy both social and economic 

prestige as well as political power. They usually have a 

specific honorary title, in the European context, for 

instance, such as Duke, Duchess, Baron, Baroness, etc. 

In addition, children usually inherit aristocratic status 

from their parents. In some cases, one can be promoted 

into the aristocracy through service to a monarch. 

 

Democracy- Another form of government is a 

democracy. Democracy is defined as a form of 

government in which power belongs to the people. There 

are two forms of democracy. One is direct democracy, in 

which all eligible citizens have direct participation in the 

decision making of the government. The second and 

more common form of democracy is representative 

democracy, in which citizens exercise their power 

through elected representatives. The elected 

representatives propose, develop, and create laws for the 

citizens to abide by. The most familiar example of 

democracy is the representative democracy that exists in 

the United States of America, India and others. 

Americans elect a president and representatives of 
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Congress. Most of the modern governments are 

‘Democratic’. 

 

 

TYPES OF GOVERNANCE 

 

Global Governance - Global governance or world 

 governance is a movement towards political cooperation 

among transnational actors, aimed at negotiating 

responses to problems that affect more than one state or 

region. 

 

Corporate Governance - Corporate governance is the 

system of rules, practices and processes by which a 

company is directed and controlled. Corporate 

governance essentially involves balancing the interests 

of a company's many stakeholders, such as shareholders, 

management, customers, suppliers, financiers, 

government and the community. 

 

IT Governance – IT Governance or Information 

Technology Governance is a framework that ensures that 

an organisation’s IT infrastructure supports and enables 

the achievement of its corporate strategies and 

objectives.  

 

Participatory Governance - Participatory governance is 

defined as a collaborative effort of administration, 

faculty, staff, and students for the purpose of providing 

high quality college programs and services. 
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Non-Profit Gocernance - Governance is the process of 

providing strategic leadership to a non-profit 

organization. It entails the functions of setting direction, 

making policy and strategy decisions, overseeing and 

monitoring organizational performance, and ensuring 

overall accountability. 

 

Rural Governance – Rural Governance is the act of 

ruling at the village & district levels by the local 

governments. Good Rural Governance provides 

individual citizens and the leaders of village-level 

institutions with knowledge, skills, and confidence to 

become informed active self-advocates for the 

development of their communities. 

 

 

India, as is often said, lives in its villages. It has a 

tradition of rural units being governed by inhabitants of 

the immediate locality that dates back to the days of the 

epics, and, for instance, the Shanti Parva of the 

Mahabharata specifically refers to a robust system that 

even had functions including dispensation of justice. The 

present day rural governing units, however, are often 

regarded as having direct bearing and legacy of British 

rule in India. These modern Panchayats, however, did 

not find pride of place in the draft of the Indian 

Constitution, and Gandhiji lamented that this omission 

was unfortunate. It was almost some sort of an 

afterthought that their mention was included in the 

Constitution, but only in the Directive Principles of State 

Policy, the Part IV of the Constitution that mandated the 

Indian state to do or not do certain things. These, 
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however, were non-justiciable in courts of law, and 

remained mere pronouncements on paper. Thus, PRIs 

were not accorded their due importance for long, till 

1992, when the Amendment to the Indian Constitution 

mandated a three tier rural local-self-governing 

mechanism. The 73
rd

 Amendment (1992) is about Rural 

Local Government. In India, it is also known as the 

‘Panchayati Raj Institutions’ (PRI). A government may 

function variously for profit or non-profit, for people or 

itself. But the main purpose is to assure good results 

following a set pattern of rules. In conclusion, 

governance is the physical exercise of the polity while 

the government is the body through which it is done. 

Governance is what a government does. 
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pcpÉ¡, d¢eu¡M¡m£ f’¡−ua p¢j¢a, −L¡V¡mf¤l, L¥jl¦m, ýNm£ 

 

fËh¡qj¡e à¡l−LnÄl e−cl f¢ÕQja£−l R¡u¡p¤¤e£¢hs 
−N¡O¡V b¡e¡l A(¹N Ña ö¢eu¡ NË¡−j Bj¡l SeÈ qu 14 
−p−ÃVðl 1966 p¡−mz Nl£h AüµRm f¢lh¡l, B¢j ¢Rm¡j 
h¡h¡l ¢àa£u LeÉ¡z kMe B¢j Qa¥bÑ −nËe£l R¡œ£ aMe 
¢fa¡−L q¡¢l−u¢Rm¡j, j¡e¤o q−u¢Rm¡j j¡−ul L¡−Rz °nn−h 
A−eL c¤xM L−øl jdÉ ¢c−u L¡V¡−a q−u−R Bj¡−Lz ¢L(¹¥ 
AcjÉ fs¡−n¡e¡ Ll¡l −Sc Bj¡l −Q−f h−p¢Rmz a¡C 
¢fa¡−L jªaÉ¥ nkÉ¡u −l−MJ B¢j Qa¥bÑ −nËe£l fË−h¢nL¡ 
fl£r¡ ¢c−a ¢N−u¢Rm¡jz ¢g−l H−p −cMm¡j Bj¡l ¢fa¡l 
¢ebl −cq M¡¢ez −pC −b−L Bj¡−cl pwp¡−l −e−j Hm 
c¤x−Ml Ll¡m R¡u¡z ¢hdj¡ j¡ J Bjl¡ ¢ae −h¡e, g−m 
pwp¡−l −a¡ e¤e Be−a f¡(¹¡ g¥l¡u AhÙÛ¡ z 

HC B¢bÑL AeV−el j−dÉJ Bj¡l fs¡−n¡e¡ Ll¡l 
−Sc −Q−f h−pz °nnh L¡−m kMe Bj¡l pqf¡W£l¡ 
¢hcÉ¡m−u ¢N−u fs¡−n¡e¡ L−l aMe B¢j fs¡−n¡e¡ Ll¡l 
−en¡u ¢hcÉ¡m−ul ¢fR−e h−p −pC pqf¡W£−cl fs¡−n¡e¡ 
−L Ae¤Lle L¢lz a¡C −c−M Bj¡l j¡ kMe Bj¡−L j¡l−a 
j¡l−a h−me - "−a¡−cl i¡−NÉ fs¡−n¡e¡ Ll¡l p¡jbÑÉ −eC 
−kj¢e i¡NÉ L−l¢Rp −aj¢e gm −i¡N Ll "−pC Lb¡ n ¤e−a 
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−f−u ¢hcÉ¡m−ul fËd¡e ¢nrL ülp£ ïoe jäm jq¡nu 
j¡−L −h¡T¡−me Hhw hm−me −k - "¢hSm£ −L Bj¡l 
¢hcÉ¡m−u ¢ce Jl fs¡−n¡e¡ Ll¡l hC Bjl¡ −ch”z a¡l fl 
−b−L f¤el¡u öl¦ qm Bj¡l R¡œ S£hez ¢L(¹¥ hC b¡L−mC 
−a¡ Bl fs¡−n¡e¡ que¡ clL¡l −fe - M¡a¡l, a¡C j¡ 
h¡¢e−u ¢c−me hy¡−nl L¢’l −fe Bl L¡m£ ¢qp¡−h H−e 
¢c−me avL¡m£e pj−ul e£m h¢sz fs¡−n¡e¡ Ll−a Ll−a 
kMe B¢j ehj −nËe£l R¡œ£ aMe Nl£h f¢lh¡−ll −j−u−cl 
p−‰ a¡m ¢j¢m−u Bj¡lJ ¢h−ul hÉhÙÛ¡ Ll−me Bj¡l j¡z 

pwp¡l S£h−e BhÜ qm¡j ýNm£ −Sm¡l −L¡V¡mf¤l 
¢eh¡p£ ¢cm£f j¡¢Tl p−‰, nÄöl h¡¢s−aJ AüµRm f¢lh¡lz 
¢h−ul p¡a j¡p f−lC Bj¡l n¡l£¢lL S£h−eJ −e−j Hm 
L¢We pjuz qm¡j ¢QšlRe −ph¡pc−e i¢aÑ z X¡x h¡h¤l¡ 
fl£r¡ L−l hm−me Af¡−lne Ll¡l Lb¡z −a¡ X¡x ¢hnÄe¡b 
c¡p jq¡nu aMe Bj¡−L ea¥e S£he c¡e Ll−me Hhw a£hË 
n¡¢ll£L k(»e¡ j¤¢š² ¢c−me, k¡C −q¡L ¢h−ul fy¡Q hRl fl 
Bj¡−cl HL f¤œ p(¹¡−el SeÈ qu e¡j c£−fez a£hË O¡a 
fË¢aO¡−al j−dÉJ c£−fe−L fs¡−n¡e¡ Ll¡−e¡l hÉhÙÛ¡ L¢l 
−p haÑj¡−e Hj H fËbj −nËe£−a Eš£eÑ q−u k¡chf¤l 
¢hnÄ¢hcÉ¡mu −b−L pwú«a ¢hi¡−N Hj ¢gm Ll−Rz haÑj¡−e 
Q¡L¥l£ fË¡bÑ£ z 

B¢j M¤h N¢hÑa −k −R¡V −hm¡u ¢fa¡−L q¡¢l−uJ 
haÑj¡−e ¢fa¡pj nË£ l¡−j¾c¥ ¢pwÚql¡−ul j−a¡ jq¡e hÉ¢š²−L 
−f−uz  kM¢e −L¡e O¡a fË¢a O¡−al j−dÉ f−s¢R E¢e 
Bj¡−cl p¡q¡−kÉl q¡a h¡¢s−u ¢c−u−Rez 
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Bj¡l l¡S°e¢aL S£h−el q¡−a M¢s fËu¡a 
h¡Z£fËp¡c ¢pwql¡−ul q¡a d−lz ay¡lC fc¡ˆ Ae¤ple L−l 
1993 p¡−m fËbj f’¡−ua ¢ehÑ¡Q−e ms¡C Ll¡z −pC f−b 
Qm−a ¢N−uC Bj¡l ¢fa«pj l¡−j¾c¥ ¢pwÚql¡−ul p¡¢æ−dÉ 
Bp¡z avL¡m£e h¡jé¾V plL¡−ll Bj−m ¢p ¢f BC Hj 
Hl LÉ¡X¡l h¡¢qe£l AaÉ¡Q¡−l Bj¡−L f¡V−M−al j−dÉJ 
l¡¢œ L¡V¡−a quz ¢L(¹¥ −pC iu−L Su Ll¡ AcjÉ −Sc J 
¢eù¡l p−‰ cm−L i¡m−h−p Bj¡l j¡−ul Bn£hÑ¡c ¢e−u −pC 
¢ce nfb ¢e−u h−m¢Rm¡j - 

B¢j k¡h - B¢j k¡h 
l¡Se£¢a−a Y¡¢mh fË¡e 

N¡¢qh Ll¦e N¡e z 
1998 p¡m, jja¡ hÉe¡‹Ñ£l Bc−nÑ Eà¤Ü q−u Lw−NËp cm 
−R−s a«Zj§m Lw−NËp c−m −k¡Nc¡e Llm¡j Hhw ¢c¢c 
Bj¡−L 31 ew −Sm¡ f¢loc Hl SeÉ fË¡bÑ£ ¢ehÑ¡Qe Ll−mez 
¢L(¹¥ A−eL pwNË¡−jl p−‰ ms¡C L−l ¢ehÑ¡Qe fË¢œ²u¡ pÇfæ 
qmz Nee¡ −L−¾cÊ Nee¡l ¢ce B¢j J Bj¡l pqLjÑ£l¡ 
Ef¢ÙÛa q−m C.P.I.M - Hl q¡jÑ¡c h¡¢qe£ fËb−j Bj¡−cl 
h¡d¡ −cu J f−l Nee¡ −L¾cÊ −b−L h¡l L−l −cuz ¢L(¹¥ −pC 
Bj¡l AcjÉ −S−cl g−m kMe B¢j f¤el¡u Nee¡ −L−¾cÊ 
k¡C aMe a¡l¡ Bj¡−L n¡l£¢lL i¡−h −qeÙÛ¡ Ll−a b¡−Lz 
−kje - h¤−V L−l m¡¢b j¡l¡, nl£−ll j−dÉ ¢fe g¥¢V−u 
−cJu¡ CaÉ¡¢c z−n−o kMe −cM−m¡ ¢LR¥−aC Bj¡−L Nee¡ 
−L¾cÊ −b−L qV¡−a f¡l−R e¡ aMe C.P.I.M - Hl LÉ¡X¡l 
h¡¢qe£ hÉ¡mV h¡„ ¢Rea¡C Ll−m¡ Hhw avL¡m£e h¡jf(Û£ 
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fËp¡ne Bj¡−L fl¡¢Sa h−m −O¡oe¡ Ll−m¡z −pC ¢ce 
qu−a¡ plL¡l£ i¡−h B¢j −q−l −Nm¡j ¢L(¹¥ j¡e¤−ol −p l¡u 
a¡ p¢WL i¡−h fË¢ag¢ma qm e¡z 

    2008 f’¡−ua ¢ehÑ¡Q−e c−ml fË¢a c¡uhÜa¡l 
SeÉ  f¤el¡u Bj¡−L f’¡−ua ¢ehÑ¡Q−e fË¡bÑ£ Ll¡ q−m¡z 
AeÉ¢c−L C.P.I.M - −ea¡−cl −cJu¡ fË−m¡ie E−fr¡ L−l 
B¢j c−ml fË¢a Be¤NaÉ fËcnÑe Llm¡j Hhw Sea¡l −i¡−V 
B¢j f’¡−ua pcpÉ¡ ¢qp¡−h −k¡Nc¡e Llm¡jz üfÀ ph¡lC 
b¡−L −aj¢e Bj¡lJ A−eL üfÀ ¢Rm ¢L(¹¥ ph¡l ph üfÀC 
−a¡ Bl f§le qu e¡ a¡C HC j−(» EÜ¥a qC −k - “ g¥m −a¡ 
A−eL −g¡−V ¢L(¹¥ ph g¥m −a¡ Bl −cha¡l f¡−u ¢e−h¢ca 
qu e¡”z 

öl¦ qm f’¡−u−al pcpÉ¡ ¢qp¡−h j¡e¤−ol f¡−n 
c¡ys¡−e¡l fËb−jC B¢j Efm¢ì L−l¢Rm¡j Nl£h −M−V M¡Ju¡ 
−jqea£ j¡e¤−ol f¡−n cy¡s¡−a q−hz HC m−r fËb−jC 
a¡−cl ¢h ¢f Hm a¡¢mL¡u A(¹i¥ Ñš² Ll¡l hÉhÙÛ¡ L−l¢Rm¡j 
a¡C −a¡ BS Hm¡L¡l 900 - 950 Se h¡dÑÉLÉ i¡a¡ f¡ez 
a¡C −a¡ Hm¡L¡l 700 Se j¡e¤o Hl h¡pNªq ¢e¢jÑa qm, 
Hm¡L¡u ¢e¢jÑa qm fË¡u 20 ¢L¢j Y¡m¡C l¡Ù¹¡z l¡Ù¹¡u l¡Ù¹¡u 
m¡C−Vl hÉhÙÛ¡ Hhw h¡¢s−a h¡¢s−a −n±Q¡N¡lz 

haÑj¡−e B¢j d¢eu¡M¡m£ f’¡−ua p¢j¢al pcpÉ¡z 
Bj¡l c−ml fË¢a c¡uhÜa¡l gm ül¦f ýNm£ −Sm¡ j¢qm¡ 
a«ej¤m Lw−NËp Bj¡−L −Sm¡ L¢j¢V−a A(¹i¥ Ñš² L−l Hhw 
¢e−h¢ca¡ L¢jE¢e¢V −Lu¡l −p¾V¡l Hl f¢lQ¡me p¢j¢al 
pcpÉ¡ ¢qp¡−h Bj¡−L ¢ek¤š² Ll¡ quz 
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f¢l−n−o C¾cÊ¡n£o h¡h¤−L deÉh¡c S¡e¡C Bj¡l 
j−a¡ HLSe hÉ¢š²−L Je¡l f¢œL¡u −mM¡l ÙÛ¡e L−l 
−cJu¡l SeÉz Je¡l ¢elmp fË−Qø¡u B¢j Bj¡l S£he£ 
Bfe¡−cl S¡e¡−a −f−l ¢e−S−L N¢hÑa h−m j−e Ll¢R Hhw 
BN¡j£ ¢c−e k¡q¡−a Bh¡l −mM¡l SeÉ ÙÛ¡e f¡C a¡l 
Ae¤−l¡d l¡M¢R z 
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1.1 Introduction 

Local self-government has a long and venerable 

tradition in many countries. In some it is a young and 

sensitive plant, and in others it really has not yet been 

seriously tried. Concern about the strengthening of local 

government is not, however, a new phenomenon. Its 

philosophic roots go back at least as far as the writings 

of French philosopher Jean Jacques Rousseau, who, 

impressed with emerging Swiss democracy, wrote of 

local government as the training ground for democratic 

development. Further, attention was called to the 

significance of local government with Alexis De 

Touqueville's famous visit to the United States and his 

discovery of the importance of local citizens and their 

emerging municipal governments in sustaining and 

nourishing the newly formed North American 

democracy. 

Recent concerns for the strengthening of local 

government can be traced to the process of 

democratization in countries undergoing the transition 

from authoritarian to democratic governance. To this 

extent, issues of decentralization and strengthening of 
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local government are increasingly  becoming central all 

around the world. 

 

1.2 Meaning of Local Self-Government 

The term 'Local Government', generally 

understood as administration of a territorial unit smaller 

that the State, is sometimes used interchangeably with 

Local Self-Government. Local Self-Government is a 

body representing the local inhabitants, possessing a 

large degree of autonomy. Local Self-Government in the 

modern sense is essentially a British creation. Maine and 

Metcalfe described village communities as small 

"Republics". 

As the nature, authority and functions of local 

administrative bodies differ from nation to nation, it is 

very difficult to define the term ʻlocal governmentʼ that 

is acceptable to all. However, it has been defined in 

various ways, but the simplest definition is a government 

at local level having authority to perform public 

activities within its territory. According to Jackson, the 

term local government is "concerned with localities and 

not with the country as a whole. It must, for this reason, 

be subordinate to national government. The term further 

implies some jurisdiction or activity of public nature". 

The definitions make it clear that a local self-

government is a lower level government, when 

compared to a national or state government, it is set up 

by laws and has certain responsibilities, and it is 
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normally elected. In South Asia, the term ʻlocal self-

governmentʼ is used instead of the term ʻlocal 

governmentʼ as used in other countries because a local 

self-government unit seeks to give opportunities to the 

people for the expression of their views with regards to 

local affairs. 

 

1.3 Importance of Local Self-Government 

Decentralization: Local bodies are important 

units to help achieve the decentralization of political 

power and promotion of democratic values. They are 

also an indispensable part of the government machinery, 

contributing to the efficiency at the higher levels of 

administration by relieving them of purely local tasks. 

Participation: Local Self-Government is 

certainly more effective than central government in 

providing opportunities for citizens to participate in the 

political life of their community. The benefits of 

widening the scope of political participation include the 

fact that it helps to create a better educated and more 

informed citizenry. 

It involves the local people in the solution of 

their problems. 

Responsiveness: Peripheral institutions are 

usually 'closer' to the people and more sensitive to their 

needs. This both strengthens democratic accountability 

and ensures that government responds not merely to the 
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overall interests of society, but also to the specific needs 

of particular communities. 

Legitimacy: Physical distance from government 

affects the acceptability or rightness of its decisions. 

Decisions made at a 'local' level are more likely to be 

seen as intelligible and therefore legitimate. In contrast, 

central government may appear remote, both 

geographically and politically. Local governments are 

constituted under state or central laws. Their activities 

can be shortened and broadened by the constitutional 

governments. 

Liberty: As power tends to corrupt, centralization 

threatens to tum government into a tyranny against the 

individual. Decentralization protects liberty by 

dispersing government power, thereby creating a 

network of checks and balances. Local bodies check 

central government as well as each other. Their 

jurisdiction is confined to a limited area and tackles the 

peculiar problems of the locality. Local bodies have 

liberty to take over those activities, which are of use and 

benefit to the local people, for example sanitation, 

drainage, education etc. 

 

1.4 Local Self Government in developing world: 

1.4.1 South Asia 

Unlike Northeast Asia and Southeast Asia, South 

Asia is somewhat more homogenous in terms of local 

government system, particularly in the three large 
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countries, India, Pakistan and Bangladesh, because of 

their historical, political and social traditions. All these 

three have a long history of local government, evolving 

from the times of the Mughals, through the British and 

then through postcolonial independent governments. 

 

Bangladesh: Bangladesh experienced more or 

less similar tradition in local government system like 

India and Pakistan, in the distant past, it had the same 

system as Pakistan's (during 1947-71) and a system of its 

own since 1971. The latest developments in local 

government restructuring took place as recently as 1997. 

In the overall structure in local government in 

Bangladesh there is a four tier system, with Zila 

Parishad, Upzila Parishad, Union Parishad and the Gram 

Sarkar. 

 

2. Genesis and development of rural local self-

government in Bangladesh 

The institution of Local Government (LG) in 

Bangladesh goes back a long way. 

The origin of the existing local government 

institution can be traced back to the demand for self-

government in British India. Initially local government 

was developed by the British to maintain law and order 

in the rural areas with the help of the local elite backed 

by the local police. The local elites were to be nominated 

in the local government institutions from among those 
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who were trusted by the colonial authority. The British 

rulers institutionalized this system to perpetuate their 

political, economic and administrative ends and colonial 

extortion. In 1870, they introduced 'Choukidary 

Panchayat as the local government institution. This 

system was later changed and renamed in different 

regimes from the British period to present Bangladesh as 

three tier Union Committee (1885), two-tier Union 

Board (1919), four-tier Union Council (1959), and 

Union Parishad (1973). After 1973, Union Parishad 

became the lowest unit of local government in 

Bangladesh. 

There are two distinct kinds of local government 

institution in Bangladesh, one for the rural areas and 

another for urban areas. The local government in the 

rural areas represents a hierarchical system comprising 

four tiers: Gram Sarkar, Union Parishad, Upzila Parishad 

and Zila Parishad while the urban local government 

consists of Pourashavas and Municipal Corporation. 

 

2.1 British period 

Decentralization in Bangladesh began even 

before the country's liberation in 1971. 

The British colonial administration established 

local governments through the Local Self-Government 

Act of 1885 to maximize land revenue collection and 

maintain law and order. Local officials during this period 

came from the local elite. 
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But the process of decentralization during British 

rule was obscure. The British were not interested in any 

degree of devolution. What appears from the real 

practice of local bodies is a picture of oppression and 

exploitation. There has not been any positive result for 

rural people apart from the fact that these experiments 

served the colonial interests of the empire. Although 

India was the first colony to become the experimental 

ground for such policies of decentralization, the British 

reluctance to implement any real degree of 

decentralization is also evident. One example of such 

reluctance is when the empire rejected the report of the 

Decentralization Commission in 1907 which 

recommended an elected Panchayat. 

 

2.2 Pakistan period 

Reforms regarding local governance were also 

introduced during the Pakistan period. A new system of 

local government, known as the system of Basic 

Democracies, was introduced in the late 1950s. 

According to Zarina Rahman Khan of the University of 

Dhaka, 'General Ayub Khan devised a decentralization 

policy for rural development under the banner of the 

Basic Democracies System, which offered a four-tier 

government reflecting a mix of de-concentration and 

devolution.' Rahman and Khan also added that the 

system of Basic Democracies was designed as a blend of 

democratic and bureaucratic values. It was, in other 
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words, between 'devolution' and 'de-concentration' 

having nothing in common with the 'principles' and 

'characteristics' of a democratic decentralized system. 

Though explicitly propagated as a programme of 

decentralization, the system actually helped the military 

regime of General Ayub Khan in extending the 

stronghold of bureaucracy to the local level. 

 

2.3 Bangladesh period (after Independence) 

As a result of the long history of struggle for 

freedom and democracy, Bangladesh saw the importance 

of developing a sound democracy and increasing 

people's participation in the political process, decision-

making, and development of the country after it emerged 

as an independent nation. Though slow in progress, 

reforms to strengthen local governance and expand 

democracy were made. 

Decentralization was viewed as a strategy that 

would allow democratic governance and encourage 

people's participation. It was also a response to the 

challenge of reducing poverty. 'The Constitution ... gives 

enough opportunity to the lawmakers to develop viable 

self-governing local government institutions. However, 

as far as the implementation of the objective is 

concerned, the achievement is far from satisfactory.' 

The following are the various decentralization 

strategies and developments in the local government 

system after 1971. 
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2.3.1 The Mujib Period (1972 to 1975) 

After the independence in 1971, the Awami 

League government, headed by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

brought the following reforms in the local government. 

1) The system of Basic Democracies was 

abolished and government bodies carried over from the 

days prior to independence were dissolved. 

2) Public officials were authorized to form 

committees at different tiers of government to fill the 

void created by the termination of some government 

bodies. The committees created would, for the interim 

period, perform local functions. 

3) District governorship was introduced in 1973. 

This provided for a three-tier system with a directly 

elected Union Parishad (Council), a Thana Development 

Committee under the control of the Sub-Divisional 

Officer, and Zila Parishad under the control of Deputy 

Commissioner. 

4) Union Councils were elected but were not able 

to function effectively due to the coup in 1975.  

Mujib paid more attention to national than local 

issues. Although the Union Parishad (Council) was 

designed as a decentralized body of local government 

and the election in 1973 was to ensure grassroots 

democracy, the Awami League did not hold elections to 

the higher level councils, nor did it take any measures to 

devolve authority to any of them. There was a substantial 

lack of political and behavioural support among Awami 
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League leaders for democratizing the system of 

governance. It was manifested when Sheikh Mujib 

abolished the parliamentary system altogether, 

introduced presidential rule under one-party rule known 

as BAKSAL, along with the ʻGovernor Systemʼ 

introduced at the district level. 

 

2.3.2 General Ziaur Rahman (1975 to 1981) 

In August 1975, Major General Ziaur Rahman 

seized all power as the Chief Martial Law Administrator. 

Nevertheless, Gen. Zia played a critical role in reviving 

the local government institutions in the country. The 

Local Government Ordinance 1976, promulgated by Zia, 

created Gram Sabha (village councils) in an attempt to 

decentralize government down to the village level. In 

1980, two years after General Zia became the elected 

president, all the Gram Sabhas were transformed into 

Gram Sarkar (village government) in each of the 68000 

villages of Bangladesh. The Gram Sarkar was a body 

consisting of Gram Pradhan (village executive) and 11 

elected members representing different classes of the 

village. The Gram Sarkar was a mini-government which 

could undertake planning and promotional programmes. 

The reforms initiated by Gen. Zia were different 

from the earlier policies of decentralization. The 

bureaucracy was given a free hand to control the local 

councils once again. These bodies of local government 

remained as the de-concentrated form of 
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decentralization. The only exceptions were the Union 

Parishads and Gram Sarkars. The Gram Sarkar had many 

characteristics common to those of Mawhood model of 

decentralization. Although for the first time in 

Bangladesh, the Gram Sarkar provided for an equality of 

representation to various functional interests, many 

argue that implicit objectives of the reform package of 

decentralization during Zia's period was to gain direct 

political support for the military regime in its process of 

civilianization. 

 

2.3.3 Lieutenant General Ershad (1982 to 1990) 

After Gen. Zia was assassinated by a military 

coup d'etat in 1981, the Gram Sarkar was abolished by 

the new military regime of Ershad, which seized power 

in March 1982. In his first year of office, Ershad initiated 

the reform measures to decentralize the administration 

through the abolition of former subdivisions and 

upgraded the Thanas into Upazilas (sub-district). In 

hundreds of public meetings in the beginning of reform, 

Ershad and his associates of the Upazila model 

pronounced that improving access and promoting 

participation were the primary goals of their reform. In 

contravention of this pledge to the nation, the military 

regime exploited every possible opportunity to weaken 

the democratic forces in the country and strengthened the 

autocratic bureaucracy. The political history of 

Bangladesh was repeated in the 1980s as the Upazila 
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was politicised in favour of the ruling military regime 

the way Pakistan's dictator Ayub Khan used the system 

of Basic Democracies in the 1960s, and the Gram Sarkar 

of the 1970s. 

 

2.3.4 Khaleda Zia's Five-Year Rule (1991 to 1996) 

It took Prime Minister Khaleda Zia only a few 

months after she came to power to abolish the Upazila 

Parishad and reinstate the previous bureaucracy-

dominated Thana administration by promulgating the 

Local Government (Upazila Parishad and Upazila 

Administration Reorganization) (Repeal) Ordinance, 

1991. In June 1992, a cabinet resolution was passed to 

replace the Upazila Parishad with Thana administration. 

Khaleda Zia's decision to depoliticise the Upazila system 

was also due to the fact that her Bangladesh Nationalist 

Party (BNP) had only a handful of Chairmen in the 

Upazila of the country since BNP had not taken part in 

the first Upazila election in 1985. In the second Upazila 

election in 1990, BNP was placed at the fifth position 

getting only 24 Upazila (out of 460) under its control 

(Mukta Barta, 31 March 1990). However, the abolition 

of the Upazila is seen as a victory of the bureaucrats 

whose plan during this crucial period was to exploit the 

changed political situation to their own benefit. 

Ironically, the democratically elected government of 

Khaleda Zia indulged in anti-democratic practices with 

regard to decentralization. 
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Begum Khaleda Zia, who failed to provide any 

new form of local government during her five-year rule, 

is criticised for the persistent crisis in governance. The 

local government institutions have become weak. The 

NGO's effective intervention rendered the local 

government institutions purposeless since they failed to 

perform. 

The rural people apparently getting more 

resources from the foreign funded NGOs seemed to have 

distanced themselves from local government. 

 

2.3.5 Sheikh Hasina's Period (1996 to 2001) 

When the Bangladesh Awami League came to 

power in 1996, it constituted a Local Government 

Commission and came up with a Report on Local 

Government Institutions Strengthening in May 1997. 

The Commission had recommended a four-tier local 

government structure including Gram/Palli (Village) 

Parishad, Union Parishad, Thana/Upazila Parishad and 

Zila (District) Parishad. While local government bodies 

exercised some degree of local autonomy, the central 

Government or a higher body in the administrative 

hierarchy of the state closely supervised them. 

Westergaard (2000) observes that, 'like the previous 

local government systems, the local bodies are controlled 

by the central government in all aspects.' Mujeri and 

Singh, in their study on the impact of decentralization in 

Bangladesh, describe the patron-client relationship 
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existing between the national and local governments. 

According to them, 'the territorial jurisdiction, functions 

and revenue/expenditure patterns of different tiers of the 

local government are determined by central legislation 

and their activities are guided and supervised largely by 

departments/agencies of the central government.' 

 

2.3.6 The Contemporary Picture 

The present government, after assuming power in 

2001, initiated a change in the local government 

structure. Gram Sarkar in place of Gram Parishad has 

been introduced. There has been recent legislation 

creating Gram Sarkars. These bodies will be created at 

the Ward levels. Each Gram Sarkar will represent one or 

two villages comprising about 3,000 people at an 

average. The UP member elected from the Ward will be 

the Chairman of the GS, which will have other 

members—both males and female elected in a general 

meeting of the voters of the Ward under the supervision 

of a 'prescribed/ directing authority'. There are defined 

functions of the Gram Sarkar (GS) and other functions 

may be assigned to it as may be specified by the 

government from time to time. Gram Sarkars will have 

the right to constitute issue-based standing committees 

as and when required, and determine the membership of 

such committees. The way the Gram Sarkar Act has been 

passed and its members selected in each ward, has been 

criticised by every section of society. It is obvious that 
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this has been done for strengthening the power base of 

ruling Bangladesh Nationalist Party in the rural areas. 

 

3. Present Status of Local Government in Bangladesh 
 

3.1 Status 

Local government has not only statutory status 

but also Constitutional status in these countries. In 

Bangladesh, the Constitution mentions as a principle of 

state policy that local government has to be set up in 

every administrative unit. It is to comprise local bodies 

elected and vested with functions as prescribed by an 

Act of Parliament. The functions are to include 

preparation and implementation of plans relating to 

public services, economic development as well as 

maintenance of public order. 

 

3.2 Structure Levels 

The rural/regional local government as proposed 

by the latest commission on local government would 

have four tiers: 

Gram (Village) Sarkar 

Union Parishads 

Thana/Upzila Parishads 

Zila (District) Parishads 

In two articles of the Constitution of Bangladesh an 

administrative vision of local government is provided: 
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Article 59 

(1) Local Government in every administrative 

unit of the republic shall be entrusted to bodies, 

composed of persons elected in accordance with law. 

(2) Everybody such as is referred to in clause (1) 

shall subject to the constitution and any other law, 

perform within the appropriate administrative unit such 

functions as shall be prescribed by Act of Parliament, 

which may include functions relating to: (a) 

administration and work of public officers, (b) the 

maintenance of public order and (c) the preparation and 

implementation of plans relating to public services and 

economic development. 

Article 60 

For the purpose of giving full effect to the 

provisions of article 59 Parliament shall by law, confer 

powers on the local government bodies referred to in that 

article, including power to impose taxes for local 

purposes, to prepare their budgets and to maintain funds. 

 

3.3 Rural local government functions 

Rural local government bodies are entrusted with 

a large number of functions and responsibilities relating 

to civic and community welfare as well as local 

development. The functions of the Gram Sarkar, Union 

Paris had, Thana/Upzila Parishads and Zila (district) 

Parishads are elaborate and include amongst other 

optional functions. The present government in its recent 
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Local Government Institutional Strengthening Report, 

written by the Local Government Commission in May 

1997, has laid down the responsibilities of the various 

rural and rural/regional local bodies. The Gram Parishad 

and Union Parishad Bills have been approved on 4 

September 1997. 

 

The Gram Sarkar functions are as follows: 

i. Conducting socio-economic surveys of 

households, every five years to be used for 

development plan preparation;  

ii. Maintain vital statistics like registration of 

births-deaths, marriage etc.; 

iii. Make plans for natural resource management 

and development; 

iv. Supervise management of primary 

educational institutes; motivate parents to 

send their children to school and create better 

awareness for adult and female literacy; 

v. Create awareness for better primary health 

care; 

vi. Maintain law and order and control terrorism, 

violence against women etc.; 

vii. Ensure participation in local and central 

government development planning; 

viii. Encourage co-operatives and NGOs; 

ix. Initiate participatory development oflocal 

roads, bridges, culverts etc.; 
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x. Support various development activities 

related to agriculture; 

xi. Encourage and initiate tree plantation 

programmes; 

xii. Assist various organizations in their 

development efforts. 

 

Union Parishads have also been assigned 

functions quite similar to Gram Sarkar functions. In 

addition, Union Parishads have been assigned with the 

adoption and implementation of poverty alleviation 

programmes directly by themselves and through NGOs 

and co-operatives. The Thana/Upzila Parishads are 

entrusted with functions similar to Gram Parishads and 

Union Parishads. In addition, they have the 

responsibility of making integrated 5-year development 

plans for the Thana/Upzila on the basis of plans 

submitted by the Union Parishads. Zila (District) 

Parishads are responsible for monitoring activities of the 

Thana/Upzila Parishads, implementing district level 

economic, social and cultural development programmes 

and preparing project proposals for road, bridges and 

culverts 

 

3.4 Election Commission 

For arranging conduct of elections of local 

government the responsibility has been entrusted to an 

election commission or authority in each country. The 
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national election commission of Bangladesh also 

undertakes this responsibility.  

 

3.5 Election Members and Chairpersons 

Members of village local bodies are directly 

elected on the basis of adult franchise in the various 

countries. The chairperson of this body is also directly 

elected in Bangladesh. 

In Bangladesh, there has also been improvement 

in representation of women in rural local bodies. Nearly 

one-third of memberships in district local body and 

about one-fourth of membership in village local body are 

reserved for women. In the 

Fundamental Principles of State Policy of the 

Constitution of Bangladesh, Article 9 stipulates the 

representation of women in local government 

institutions. The first election to the union parishad, 

under the new provision was held in 1997. 

 

3.6 Role of Political Parties 

There was legal ban on participation of political 

parties in rural local government in Bangladesh, Pakistan 

previously. This was gradually relaxed in Pakistan after 

1985 and has now been abolished by the government 

altogether. Similarly in Bangladesh has been removed 

recently. In India, there was voluntary restraint by 

political parties' or else legal ban as regards participation 

in elections and working of village level local body in 
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some states. Now the ban has been removed and self-

restraint by political parties has faded out, by and large. 

 

3.7 Role of NGOs 

A large number of NGOs are working in rural 

areas in various countries. Unlike in India, NGOs' 

involvement in Bangladesh has increased extensively in 

rural areas. 

NGOs have brought about noticeable 

improvement in the living conditions of rural poor by 

providing credit, skill, and training and by building 

awareness about their rights, health and education. 

Normally, NGOs work parallel to the local self-

government and central government programmes. In 

Pakistan the role of NGOs in rural development is 

limited in scale. There is hardly any coordination 

between the rural local administration and NGOs in 

developmental activities. 

To the currently worldwide phenomenon of 

decentralization, South Asian countries are no exception. 

Ethnic, linguistic, communal, caste or cultural diversities 

are a reality in each of the South Asian countries. But 

still there are some similarities among these nations. The 

struggle for freedom from colonial rule provided a 

unifying force where these diversities were sub-merged. 

To preserve their polity South Asian counties have to 

accept a measure of decentralization. So far as 

Bangladesh is concerned, there has been significant 
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devolution of functions, power and resources to the local 

self-government. In these countries local self-governing 

bodies are intervening in rural planning, rural 

development, infrastructure, water, sewerage, electricity, 

transportation, poverty alleviation, health, education and 

gender balance. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Contemporary South Asia is experiencing 

profound change in the field of rural local self-

government and in this context Bangladesh, India and 

Pakistan are undertaking extensive reform including 

decentralization of state structures and functions, public 

administration reorganization, and transitional steps to 

democratization. As a result there is an increased 

emphasis on the need to address local government more 

specifically, since in many countries this has been a 

neglected tier of government in the development effort. 

Recent dynamics of globalization of economic and 

socio- cultural developments, urge for democratization, 

decentralization and structural adjustments and market 

orientation in economy at the national level and the 

emergence of enormous problems of over population, 

poverty, environmental degradation, shortage of shelter 

and services, increase in violence and gender and child 

exploitation at the local level and the inability of urban 

local governments to combat these problems effectively, 

have all focused attention on the need for strengthening 
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rural local government. A new form of local government 

is demand of the day. The need for a new type of local 

government is being felt by the national governments 

and also pushed by the international development 

agencies. 
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The term Panchayati Raj in India signifies the 

system of rural local self government. It has been 

established in all the states of India by the Acts of the 

state legislatures to build democracy at the grass root 

level. It is entrusted with rural development. It was 

constitutionalized through the Seventythird 

Constitutional Amendment Act of 1992. 

 

Evolution of Panchayati Raj 

Balwant Rai Mehta Committee-In January 

1957, the Government of India appointed a committee to 

examine the working of the Community Development 

Programme
1
 (1952) and the National Extension Service 

(1953) and to suggest  measures for their better working. 

The Chairman of the Committee was Balwant Rai 

Mehta. The Committee submitted its report in November 

1957 and recommended the establishment of the scheme 

of “democratic decentralization”, which ultimately came 

to be known as Panchayati Raj. 

Rajasthan was the first state to establish 

Panchayati Raj. Though most of the states created 

Panchayati Raj institutions by mid-1960s, there were 

major differences from one state to another with regard 

to the number of tiers, relative position of samiti and 
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parishad, their tenure, composition, functions, finances, 

and so on. 

Ashok Mehta Committee- In December 1977, 

the Janata Government appointed a Committee on 

Panchayati raj institutions under the Chairmanship of 

Ashok Mehta. It submitted its report in August 1978 and 

made 132 recommendations to revive and strengthen the 

declining Panchayati Raj system of the country. 

GVK Rao Committee- The Committee to 

review the existing Administrative Arrangements  for 

Rural Development and Poverty Alleviation 

Programmes under the chairmanship of GVK Rao was 

appointed by the Planning Commission in 1985. The 

committee came to the conclusion that the 

developmental process was gradually bureaucratized and 

divorced from the Panchayati Raj. This phenomena of 

bureaucratization of development administration as 

against the democratization weakened the Panchayati 

Raj institutions resulting in what is aptly called ʻgrass 

without rootsʼ. 

LM Singhvi Committee- In 1986, the Rajiv 

Gandhi government appointed a committee to prepare a 

concept paper on Revitatlisation of Panchayati Raj 

Institutions for Democracy and Development under the 

chairmanship of LM Singhvi. 

Thungon Committee-In1988, a sub-committee 

of the Consultative Committee of Parliament was 

constituted under the chairmanship of PK Thungon to 

examine the political and administrative structure in the 

district for the purpose of district planning.This 

Committee suggested the strengthening of the 

Panchayati Raj system. 
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Gadgil Committee- The Committee on Policy 

and Programmes was constituted in 1988 by the 

Congress party under the chairmanship of VN Gadgil. 

This committee was asked to consider the question of 

“how best Panchayati Raj institutions could be made 

effective”. 

Constitutionalisation- 

The Congress government under the Prime 

Ministership of PV Narasimha Rao once again 

considered the matter of the Consitutionalisation of 

Panchayati raj bodies. It drastically modified the 

proposals in this regard to delete the controversial 

aspects and introduced a Constitutional Amendment Bill 

in the Lok Sabha in September, 1991. This bill finally 

emerged as the seventythirdy amendment Act 1992 and 

came into force on 24 April,1993. 

 

Seventythird Amendment Act of 1992 

Significance of the Act  

This act has added a new Part IX to the 

Constitution of India. This part is titled as “The 

Panchayats” and consists of provisions from Articles 243 

to 243O. In addition, the Act has also added a new 

Eleventh Schedule to the constitution. This Schedule 

contains 29 functional items of the Panchayats.It deals 

with Article 243-G. 

The Act has given a practical shape to Article 40 

of the Constitution which says that “The state shall take 

steps to organize village panchayats and endow them 

with such powers and authority as may be necessary to 

enable them to function as units of self government”. 
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This article forms a part of the Directive Principles of 

State Policy. 

The Act gives a Constitutional status to the 

Panchayati Raj institutions. It has brought them under 

the purview of the justiciable part of the Constitution. In 

other words, the state governments are under 

constitutional obligation to adopt the new Panchayati Raj 

system in accordance with the provisions of the Act. 

Salient Features  

Gram Sabha: Gram Sabha is a body consisting 

of all the persons registered in the electoral rolls relating 

to a village comprised within the area of Panchayat at the 

village level. Since all the persons registered in electoral 

rolls are members of Gram Sabha, there are no elected 

representatives. Further, Gram Sabha is the only 

permanent unit in Panchayati Raj system and not 

constituted for a particular period. Although it serves as 

foundation of the Panchayati Raj, yet it is not among the 

three tiers of the same. The powers and functions of 

Gram Sabha are fixed by state legislature by law.  

Three Tiers of Panchayati Raj: Part IX 

provides for a three tier Panchayat system, which would 

be constituted in every state at the village level, 

intermediate level and district level. This provision 

brought the uniformity in the Panchayati Raj structure in 

India. However, the states which were having population 

below twenty lakh were given an option to not to have 

the intermediate level. All the members of these three 

levels are elected. Further, the chairperson of panchayats 

at the intermediate and district levels are indirectly 

elected from amongst the elected members. But at the 

village level, the election of chairperson of Panchayat 
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(Sarpanch) may be direct or indirect as provided by the 

state in its own Panchayati Raj Act.  

Reservation in Panchayats There is a provision 

of reservation of seats for SCs and STs at every level of 

Panchayats. The seats are to be reserved for SCs and STs 

in proportion to their population at each level.  Out of the 

Reserved Seats, 1/3rd have to be reserved for the women 

of the SC and ST.  Out of the total number of seats to be 

filled by the direct elections, 1/3rd have to be reserved 

for women. There has been an amendment bill pending 

that seeks to increase reservation for women to 50%. The 

reserved seats may be allotted by rotation to different 

constituencies in the Panchayat.  The State by law may 

also provide for reservations for the offices of the 

Chairpersons. 

Duration of Panchayats  A clear term for 5 

years has been provided for the Panchayats and elections 

must take place before the expiry of the terms. However, 

the Panchayat may be dissolved earlier on specific 

grounds in accordance with the state legislations. In that 

case the elections must take place before expiry of six 

months of the dissolution.  

Disqualification of Members Article 243F 

makes provisions for disqualifications from the 

membership. As per this Article, any person who is 

qualified to become an MLA is qualified to become a 

member of the Panchayat, but for Panchayat the 

minimum age prescribed is 21 years.  Further, the 

disqualification criteria are to be decided by the state 

legislature by law. 

Finance Commission State Government needs 

to appoint a finance commission every five years, which 
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shall review the financial position of the Panchayats and 

to make recommendation on the following:  

(i) The distribution of the taxes, duties, tolls, fees etc. 

levied by the state which is to be divided between the 

Panchayats 

(ii) Allocation of proceeds between various tiers 

(iii) Taxes, tolls, fees assigned to Panchayats 

(iv) Grant in aid 

This report of the Finance Commission would be 

laid on the table in the State legislature. Further, the 

Union Finance Commission also suggests the measures 

needed to augment the Consolidated Funds of States to 

supplement the resources of the panchayats in the states. 

Audit of the Accounts- The state legislature may 

make provisions with respect to the maintenance of 

accounts by the panchayats and the auditing of such 

accounts. 

Application to Union Terrritoires - The 

President of India may direct that the provisions of this 

Act shall apply to any Union Territory subject to such 

exceptions and modifications as he may specify. 

Exempted States and Areas -The Act does not 

apply ot the states of Jammu and Kashmir, Nagaland, 

Meghalaya and Mizoram and certain other areas. These 

areas include a) the scheduled areas and the tribal areas I 

the states, b) the hill area of Manipur for which a district 

council exists and c) Darjeeling district of West Bengal 

for which Darjeeling Gorkha Hill council exists. 

However the parliament may extend the 

provisions of this Part to the scheduled areas and tribal 

araes subject to such exceptions and modifications as it 

may specify. 
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Continuance of Existing laws and panchayats-

All the state laws relating to panchayats shall continue to 

be in foce until the expiry of one year from the 

commencement of this act.In other words,the states have 

to adopt the new Panchayati Raj system based on this act 

within the maximum period of one year from 24th April 

1993. 

 

Bar to interference of Courts in electoral 

matters  

The Act bars the interference by courts in the 

electoral matters of panchayats.It declares that the 

validity of any law relating to the delimitation of 

constituencies cannot questioned in any court. It further 

lays down that no election to any panchayat is to be 

questioned except by an authority n din such manner as 

provided by the state legislature. 

Eleventh Schedule-It contains the following 29 

functional items placed within the purview of 

panchayats. 

 

1. Agriculture, including agricultural extension.
2
  

2.  Land improvement, implementation of land 

reforms, land consolidation and soil conservation.  

3.  Minor irrigation, water management and watershed 

development.  

4.  Animal husbandry, dairying and poultry.  

5.  Fisheries.  

6. Social forestry and farm forestry.  

7. Minor forest produce.  

8.  Small scale industries, including food processing 

industries.  
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9. Khadi, village and cottage industries.  

10.  Rural housing. 

11. Drinking water.  

12. Fuel and fodder.  

13.  Roads, culverts, bridges, ferries, waterways and 

other means of communication.  

14.  Rural electrification, including distribution of 

electricity.  

15.  Non-conventional energy sources.  

16.  Poverty alleviation programme.
4 

17.  Education, including primary and secondary 

schools.  

18.  Technical training and vocational education.  

19.  Adult and non-formal education.  

20.  Libraries.  

21.  Cultural activities.  

22.  Markets and fairs.  

23.  Health and sanitation, including hospitals, primary 

health centres and dispensaries. 

24.  Family welfare.  

25.  Women and child development.  

26.  Social welfare, including welfare of the 

handicapped and mentally retarded.  

27.  Welfare of the weaker sections, and in particular, 

of the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes.  

28. Public distribution system.  

29.  Maintenance of community assets. 
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Compulsory and Voluntary Provisions 

 

A. Compulsory Provisions 

 

1. Organization of Gram Sabha in a village or group 

of villages 

2.  Establishment of panchayats at the village, 

intermediate and district levels 

3.  Direct elections to all seats in panchayats at the 

village, intermediate and district levels 

4.  Indirect elections to the post of chairperson of 

panchayats at the intermediate and district levels 

5.  21 years to be the minimum age for contesting 

elections to panchayats 

6. Reservation of seats (both members and 

chairpersons) for SCs and STs in panchayats at all 

the three levels 

7.  Reservation of one-third seats (both members and 

chairpersons) for women in panchayats at all the 

three levels 

8. Fixing tenure of five years for panchayats at all 

levels and holding fresh elections within six 

months in the event of supersession of any 

panchayat 

9. Establishment of a State Election Commission for 

conducting elections to the panchayats 

10. Constitution of a State Finance Commission after 

every five years to review the financial position of 

the panchayats 
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B.  Voluntary Provisions 

 

1. Giving representation to members of the 

Parliament (both the Houses) and the state 

legislature (both the Houses) in the panchayats at 

different levels falling within their constituencies. 

2. Providing reservation of seats (both members and 

chairpersons) for backward classes in panchayats at 

any level. 

3. Granting powers and authority to the panchayats to 

enable them to function as institutions of 

self-government. 

4. Devolution of powers and responsibilities upon 

panchayats to prepare plans for economic 

development and social justice; and to perform 

some or all of the 29 functions listed in the 

Eleventh Schedule of the Constitution. 

5. Granting financial powers to the panchayats, i.e. 

authorizing them to levy, collect and appropriate 

taxes, duties, tolls and fees. 

 

Some of the main defects  found in Panchayati Raj 

System in India are as follows: 
The Panchayati Raj in India has not been an 

absolute success. Its functioning all these years has 

demonstrated numerous shortcomings. Some of the 

defects of the system are as follows 

 

1. Unscientific distribution of functions: 

The Panchayati Raj scheme is defective in so far 

as the distribution of functions between the structures at 

different levels has not been made along scientific lines. 
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The blending of development and local self- government 

functions has significantly curtailed the autonomy of the 

local self government institutions. 

Again it has virtually converted them into 

governmental agencies. Even the functions assigned to 

the Panchayat and the PanchayatSamiti overlap, leading 

to confusion, duplication of efforts and shifting of 

responsibility. 

2. Incompatible relation between the three-tiers: 

The three-tiers do not operate as functional 

authorities. The tendency on the part of the higher 

structure to treat the lower structure as its subordinate is 

markedly visible. M. P. Sharma rightly observes the 

hierarchical domination and predominance, “fitters down 

step by step from ZillaParishad
3
 to PanchayatSamiti and 

from them to the Village Panchayats” Needless to state 

that this kind of mutual relationship is not in 

comensurate with the genuine spirit of democratic 

decentralisation. 

3. Inadequate finance: 

The inadequacy of funds has also stood in the 

way of successful working of the Panchayati Raj. The 

Panchayati Raj bodies have limited powers in respect of 

imposing cesses and taxes. They have very little funds 

doled out to them by the State Government. Further, they 

are generally reluctant to raise necessary funds due to the 

fear of losing popularity with the masses 

4. Lack of cordial relation between officials and 

people: 

Introduction of the Panchayati Raj aimed at 

securing effective participation of the people. But in 

reality this hardly happens since the key administrative 
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and technical positions are manned by the government 

officials. 

Generally there is lack of proper cooperation and 

coordination between the people and the officials like 

Block Development Officers, the District Officers etc. 

Again the officers fail to discharge the development 

duties more efficiently and sincerely. 

5. Lack of conceptual clarity: 

There is lack of clarity in regard to the concept of 

Panchayati Raj itself and the objectives for which it 

stands. Some would treat it just as an administrative 

agency while some others look upon it as an extension of 

democracy at the grass roots level, and a few others 

consider it a charter of rural local government. What is 

all the more intriguing is the fact that all these 

conceptual images could co-exist simultaneously tending 

to militate against each other every now and then. 

6. Undemocratic composition of various Panchayati 

Raj institutions: 

Various Panchayati Raj Institutions are 

constituted setting aside democratic norms and 

principles. The indirect election of most of the members 

to PanchayatSamiti only increases the possibility of 

corruption and bribery. Even the ZillaParishad consists 

of mainly ex-officio members. They are, for the most 

part, government officials. This negates sound 

democratic principles. 

7. Disillusionment on structural-functional front: 

The performance of Panchayati Raj Institutions 

has been vitiated by political cum caste factionalism, 

rendering developmental projects into chimeras. 

Corruption, inefficiency, scant regard for procedures, 
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political interference in day to day administration, 

parochial loyalties, motivated actions, power 

concentration instead of true service mentality- all these 

have stood in the way of the success of Panchayati Raj. 

Furthermore, the power to supercede the local bodies on 

the part of the State Government clearly violates the 

spirit of democratic decentralisation.
5 

8. Administrative Problem: 

The Panchayati Raj bodies experience several 

administrative problems. They are the tendency towards 

politicization of the local administration, lack of co-

ordination between the popular and bureaucratic 

elements, lack of proper incentives and promotion 

opportunities for administrative personnel and apathetic 

attitude of the government servants towards development 

programmes etc. 

9. Politics is an inevitable part of a democratic frame 

-work: 

The manipulative nature of rural politics is 

manifest in the techniques used at the time of elections. 

The fact-finding research teams observe that the caste 

system in rural India has made a mockery of the concept 

of rural development. Even the Panchayat elections are 

fought on caste grounds and the traditional dominant 

castes have manoeuvred in such a way that they still 

occupy the positions of power in the changed set-up. 

Once the dominant castes have managed to 

occupy important positions where the decisions are 

made, they find it easy to manipulate the plans to serve 

their best interests. Consequently, the schism of caste 

grows wider day by day, alienating the low castes farther 
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and farther from participating in rural development 

programmes. 

The political elite in the villages develops a 

vested interest in the perpetuation of the caste system. As 

a result, the Panchayats which were to bring about social 

changes have themselves become victims of caste 

divisions. As K. Seshadri pointed out, the institution 

which was created to bring changes in the socio-

economic structure, due to the mere logic of the 

situation, legitimises the authority of socially and 

economically well-off persons. 

10.  Front for Party in Power in State - It is being 

increasingly noticed that the Panchayati Raj Institutions 

are viewed only as organisational arms of political 

parties, especially of the ruling party in the state. The 

State Government, in most states, allows the Panchayati 

Raj Institutions to function only upon expediency rather 

than any commitment to the philosophy of democratic 

decentralisation. 

In view of the various shortcomings in the 

working of the Panchayati Raj Institutions, the Janata 

Party Government in 1977 appointed a Committee under 

the chairmanship of Ashok Mehta to inquire into the 

causes of failure in the working of Panchayati Raj bodies 

and suggest measures to strengthen them. 

In 1978, this Committee made a number of 

recommendations for revitalisation of PRIs. These 

included: replacement of the three- tier system by a two-

tier system with MandalPanchayat at the base and 

ZillaParishad at the top; assigning more powers to PRIs; 

making ZillaParishad primary unit in PR system; 

political parties taking part in the Panchayati Raj 
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Institutions; conducting election within six months in 

case of supersession of PRIs; grant of compulsory 

powers of taxation for Panchayati Raj Institutions to 

augment their resources; setting up of a Social Justice 

Committee to safeguard and promote the interests of the 

vulnerable social and economic groups, imparting 

training to Panchayat members etc. 

The recommendations of the Ashok Mehta 

Committee were not honoured by the Government of 

Mrs. Indira Gandhi. In 1985, another Committee under 

the chairmanship of G. V. K. Rao was constituted. The 

G. V. K. Rao Committee recommended that (1) PRIs 

have to be activated and provided with all the required 

support to become effective organisations, (2) PRIs at 

district and block levels should be assigned the work of 

planning, implementation and monitoring of rural 

development programmes, and (3) Block Development 

Office should be the spinal chord of the rural 

development process. 

A high-powered Committee was set up by the 

Government of India in 1986 under the chairmanship of 

Dr. L.M. Singhvi. The L.M. Singhvi Committee 

observed that a host of factors like lack of political will, 

lack of evaluation and feedback, reluctance to raise 

revenue resources through exercising taxing powers, 

indifference to corrective measures were responsible for 

the failure of the Panchayati Raj Institutions. 

The Committee suggested locating means to 

ensure availability of adequate financial resources for 

Panchayati Raj Institutions. It suggested a pattern of 

compulsory and optional levies for PRIs in order to 

enable them to function effectively. 
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It laid stress on the training, research and public 

education inputs to strengthen the institutions of 

Panchayati Raj. The Committee also attached 

importance to the performance capabilities of persons 

connected with Panchayati Raj Institutions such as 

voters, elected representatives, administrative officials, 

voluntary workers etc. 

In May, 1989, the Rajiv Gandhi Government 

introduced in Parliament 64th Amendment Bill which 

sought to reinvigorate and streamline the Panchayati Raj 

Institutions. It sought to provide wider powers and 

adequate funds to the Panchayats. But the Bill could not 

be passed due to the dissolution of the Lok Sabha. V. P. 

Singh Government also indicated its intention to 

introduce a new Panchayat Bill in the Parliament. 

However, the Lok Sabha was dissolved and the 

bill could not be passed. In 1992, Narasimha Rao 

Government finally decided to amend the Constitution. 

This amendment was made by the Lok Sabha in 

December, 1992, by the Rajya Sabha in December, 1993 

and after being ratified by 17 State Assemblies, it came 

to be known as 73rd Constitutional Amendment Act, 

1992. The 73rd Constitutional Amendment came into 

operation in April, 1994. 
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―――――――― 

Notes: 
1. Post Independence, the first major development programme 

launched in India was Community Development Programme, 1952. 
Core philosophy was overall development of rural areas and 
people’s participation. 

2. Agricultural extension is the application of scientific research and 
new knowledge to agricultural practices through farmer education. 

3. Zila Panchayats are Panchayats at Apex or District Level in 
Panchayat Raj Institutions (or PRIs). 

4. Jawahar Gram Samridhi Yojana (JGSY) National Old Age Pension 
Scheme (NOAPS) National Family Benefit Scheme (NFBS) National 
Maternity Benefit Scheme. Annapurna. Integrated Rural 
Development Program (IRDP) Pradhan Mantri Gramin Awaas 
Yojana. National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA). 

5. Democratic decentralization is a political concept. The aim of such 
decentralization is to expand the field of authority and 
specialization and to enable the people to make more and more 
participation in politics and administrative affairs. 
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7 }�z< F8#�z!�@�  F<�। hM F�<�  ���6O6XF 

O�<�"< W�@( "� Z!�[ }�6�7( &�8�N  "W�@( "� 
E�" EM�& "8�\Y EM�" oQ�  Z�"#F ��� EM�& 
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!�@�<z"¨……..Z�"#F ����F !F8 6&^�� 5ä6 O'< 
E�" EM�&, 6 �7< &#&i� 6 �7M F6<�� 8M�" EM�&”। 

 5�<� Z�"#�F 7�6  oQ, ¦¸¸� !��8 O�<"(� 
!L6&@��  ��  L !L6&@�  !L�Y�@� <  ��@#�� O�<�" 
=>���"( <�7 &#&i� Z6"6k" E�~ O�<" E8 6&�Ä< 
&GEX� }z"�6¨F o\Y~ &¥ <�{6&|� ( ��  F�<  oQ, 
}z"¨�F !Di h&L !&8 <�J�" 6&�FI(FG " 
Y�! &#&i�< Z���7 ~ O�<�"< =mO� 6�F�� }z"�6¨F 
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The West Bengal Panchayet Act, 1973’-
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ou�F 5� o&6Y &�B�� � Q��  �~ O�B� 5M  n D!��< 
Q� &�E� <  o<676½F<� < ol�r n![6" <���N 
oQ�  ��� =>����"< n@(�  o<676½FG " }�6B Q6\ 
!Ç��E \D&�< YE�< Q�� "�E�8 YE�< 6 ��� DQ��( � 
}�6B< ?=< F< &!�< x�8 }�6B< ��68F oF \D&�< 
F< 6\�" E�। n #6\�F 76� 4 &�6B 4=< F< 

!L��E< ol�r ��� =>����"< hFm� n (E� 5�N~ 
F�<  =<&"'( 6 &'�$�  oO�m E�<�� �< O��, oF�� � 
\8M hM 9D 6F 6 �" $��  �~ &"'���  F< &!�� �< 
=�6" oQ�  =��ù o}�N o"�6  F< !L��E< =�6"4 
hFmD  =6<&6"'" E���N~ 
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F< &6EO� '" 5� 
=>���" 5M�  =>����"< F< &6EO� '" 5��< 

?g�!< Fu� &8� E���N~ h�68 !LJ#�� &"'���  ¦µ 
6m। F< &6EO� '" 5��< ?g!�68< ��@# ?��J�Q�}# 

E8 &#&!�-&�6 7#, Q� &�E  o<676½F< , o!�$< 78, 
=� (� 78 !<&<�E, 5�8�< &#&i�, oJ�� ��m, 6 F�Y(-
&#&i�, 6m?&4��8, &�7��< 6&%��Q�}# ���(  ¯&#, 
Z$��<< 6&|�=  ZOG 6" hM !& 6&^��< ?=< ��� 
=>���" ]ø, ?=]ø 4 n6OF< &!��" =��<~ h< 
7 # =>���"�F ?=6&6@ <$ � F<�" E�।  

5<4 hF6m ol�r ��� =>����"< F< &!�� � 
!D�Q�} o&�B�N। ���(z h8�F�� <�7# 6&\D #g = '̂�\< 

=�4��< oÚY , n6x! h&L m�4��< N6B�� 5�N~ 
hJ  ��� =>���" � =�4��< oÚY  &� n6x�!< 
?=< F< &!��" =��< h&L � m�4���<< 4=< x( 
5�<�= F<�" =�<�&~ hO��& ��� =>����"< 6 7W 
5��< ?g! o&�B o}8~ ��� =>���" &[(� !<F�<( 
\�&( 5\�� 5M  (¦¸¦�) &�F�� Z�=# 5\���< 7 # 
Z���} F<�" =��<~ "�& ��� !L!\ 4 ��� ?��  
!6�6"< !E��"�� F< !L��E< &#&i hF6m ?�" 
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Z��!, hM &#&i� ���&�!(�\< !�$" "� &�B��" 
!�E�Q# F<�&~   

"�& &"'���  oN�m @<� < ?��� < 7 # ��� 
=>���" hJ  <�7# 4 oFI(� !<F��<< ?=< 
6 O'<Y(8~ "�N�B�4 F� !LJ#F o78� =6<^\ 4 
=>���" !6�6" ��� =>���" �68�F !�E�Q# o\&�< 
l�"� <��J~ ��� =>���" "E6&8 \�  4 
7 !�@�<� < $�\� JD&M F� =�4�� Q��~ 6 7W 5� 
 � &�B��" =�<�8 ��� =>����"< W6 O'< E4��< Wú 
n@<�M ou�F Q��&~ 

‘Annual Administration Reports 2004-
2009, Dept. of Panchayet and Rural 
Development, Govt. of West Bengal’ – h< !��O' 
n DQ��( £¤¤¶-£¤¤� !��8 ��� =>����"< 6 7W 
?g! ou�F 5� 6FNDm� &G6� o=���N~  £¤¤£-£¤¤� 
!��8< "�< ou�F 5B�M �  o&Y( nu' !L�E E���N~ 
Z�� !& ��<M ?=6&6@ =�Y E�� o}�N h&L Q��\< 
F< &�6F <�� o}�N "��\<  �� ��� !L!�\< !O�� 
?��J F<� E���N~ !DkD  =6<�^&�< Z���7�  F< 4 
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<�7W 6�6m�� o\4��< 7 # ���&�!(�\< ��@# !�$"  
&�B��" E�&~ 
 
!<F�<( n D\�  

��� =>����"< 56u'F &D6 ��\ Y6�Y�8( 
F<�" !<F�<( n D\�  6&�Y^ �y�=�z'। ��� 

=>���" �68 F<, n6OF< 6E!��& oQ m�F� 5\�� 
F<�& <�7#!<F�< "�< !�=6<��z &� n 6@F µ¤¤¤ 
m�F� n D\�  6E!��& =>���"�F o\�&। 6Y« &�6 7# 

h8�F�� =>���" �68 F< 6E!��& o&6Y m�F� !L�E 
F�<�N  h�   67< 5�N। ¦¸§¤ !�8 ou�F ��� 

=>���"�F  "�< h8�F�@(  !�� J�! 76� 6FL&� 
!<F��<  #� =DFD <,o±�&� 4 6\6��68< =6<$�8 �< O�< 
o\4�� E���N~ "�& hM 5��< ?g! n"#� !(6�"~ 

 
!�(l�A- 

6&6O� =>���"( Z6"k�� < 56u'F n&i�< 
=Q'��8�$ �  F<�8 o\J� Q��&, =6f�&�[< ��� 
=>����"< 5��< ?g!�F =>���" Qu�QuO��& F��7 
8�}���  �~ Z@� " !<F�<( !�E��Q#< 4=�<M 
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6 O'<Y(8, !<F��<< ?=< hM 6 O'<"� Z6"k�� < ��8 
?�ÆY# &� O�& ��F  � F�< 6\��~ x8Wy= hM 
Z6"k�� < �y� &� W�L !��z'"� %�Y F��" 
u�F�&~ i� (� W��XY�!� < nu' i� (� ��< ?��� < 
7 # !�� &#&i��F 6 �¨  h&L nu' !L�E�F 
!D6 6f" F<�। n�u'< ol�r =<6 O'<"� u�F�8 i� (� 

W��XY�!� < 5< �y� u��F  �~ 
=6f�&�[ 56u'F &#&i� =6<$�8 �� %6mM 

i� (�O��& !L}GE(" n�u'< nO��&< n #"� &B F�<z 
x�8 i� (� Z6"k� �68< n�}6" &#�E" E���N~ 

oQ =>���" Z6"k� �68< 5��< o$�� &#�� 
o&6Y E�� Q��� h&L Qu�QuO��& F< !L�E F<�" 
=�<�N  �, o!M!& =>���"�F nu' !L��E< ol�r 
 "D   O��& O�&�" E�&~ ��� =>����"< !6$& 
=>���" Z@�� < 6 �\'Y ��"� &��7m Z �  F�<~ 
"�& o&6Y< O�} ol�r =>���" ou�F oZ6<" &��7m 
6<�=�m' 6&.6±.4 !��E& o\J�< !D�Q�} =�   �~ n� �F 
��  F�< , � &��7m �68 !DkD O��& =<(l�< \�6�� 
nu'-!L%�� i��( !6�6"< =�8  F<� \<F�<~ 
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&"'���  o\J� Q�� ûF ?��  56@F�6<F 
‘M F�� !�6m'6x�Fm’ h W�l< F�<  "J M QJ  
5�&\ F�<( &#6� &!" &�6B< J�7 �< <6!\ o\J��~ 
Q6\ oF�� � &#6� F< h6B��  Q�  "�E�8 "��F !�� 
!<F�<( !D�Q�} &� F�< o\4��< O� o\6J�� u��F ~ 

\D 6m ��� =>����"< 5��< ?g! !��F' h&L 
5��< =6<��  !��F' !�(l� F<� E���N~ E�4B� 
7}g&�O=D< u� �< n�}'"  �<=D< ��� =>����"< 
£¤¦µ-¦¶ !��8 &�6 '̂F 5� E� ¸ 8�l<4 o&6Y m�F�। 
"�< ��@# 6 7W "E6&�8 £ 8l m�F�~ E�4B�< 
!�F<�M8 h< n�}'" F�tD�� ��� =>���" £¤¦µ-¦¶ 
&� '̂ 6 7W "E6&8 !�&'�® 5� E���N ¦£ 8l £µ 
E�7�< m�F�~ =>���" =6<$�8 �@(  &�7�<, �<, 6\6�, 
=DFD <, oJ8�< ���, oJ�� ���m< o sF� ou�F !L}GE(" 
F< h&L oQ�E"D  hM n>8 6Y«�>8, "�M F8F�<J� � 
ou�F Z$D < =6<��  F< !L�E F<� E�~ E�4B� o78�< 
��@# F�tD�� ��� =>���" £¤¦µ-¦¶ &� '̂ 6 7W 
"E6&�8 o&6Y 5� F<�� £¤¦µ !��8 hM =>���" 
 &�� F"G 'F =D<ÎG " E�। 
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�ê=¹(A 

1. n6!" FD ��< &!D  - ‘=6f�&�[< =>���" 
&#&i�’ –  =6f�&[ <�7# =D�F = '̂\, £¤¦¤  

2. ‘The West Bengal Panchayat Act, 1973’   
Government of West Bengal, Law 
Department  

3. 'Kurukshetra', Special Issue - ¦¸¸� 
‘Journal of Ministry of  Rural 
Development’, Government of India 

4. www.wbprd.nic.in (Accessed on 
2.11.2016 at 4.45 pm) 
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!DY�! , =>���"(<�7 Z6"k�  4 �6E8��\< 
l�"�� : hF6m =Q'��8�$ � 

n7� FD ��< o&<� 
xïƒy˛ôÑ˛ñ <�{6&|�  6&O�}, <��FG H 6�Y  6&\#��6t< 

 
 

 
!�q6"F��8 hF6&LY Y"�Á(�" ZY�!� < 

5�8�$ �� oQ 6&^�6m O�<" "u� !�<� =G6u&(�" 
6&�Y^O��& 5�8�6$" E�� "� E8 !DY�!  (Good 
governance) h< @�< �। !DY�!  &8�" h�  hF 

n&i��F o&�9�� oQJ��  ZY�!  !���7< !F8 ��<< 
�� D�^< !&'�6@F F8#� !�@  4 7(& Q�h�< 
��� ���� < 7 # !\�!"F' 4 !\�!�$� u��F~ nu'�g  
hF6m W�, nLY�E ��8F, \��&� 4 \D '(6"�D� 
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ZY�!6 F &#&i�< 54��"�� 7 }  "��\< W�@( "� 
4 6&6O� } "�6¨F n6@F�< oO�} F<�& h&L hF 
?�" ��8#�&�@ !�� 7(& Q�=  =6<$�68" F<�&~ 
hM !DY�!  hF6\�F oQ�  } "�¨< 6O6X�F !D\Gõ 
F�<, n #6\�F h6m oF�� � o\�Y< !��6�F ?��� < 
hF6m �y�=�z' 6 �\'YF। £¤¤£ !��8 �� & ?��� < 

Z6"�&\�  (Human Development Report, 2002) 
&8� E�� “Good governance is democratic 
governance”। <�{!�ý< n�}'" UNESCAP 

(United Nations Economic and Social 
Commission for Asia and the Pacific) 6&O�}6m 
!DY�!� < ol�r 5m6m ��8 ?=�\�� < Fu� &�8�N~ 
h�68 E8 nLY�E  (Participation), �F#�" 
(Consensus), 5M� < Y�!  (Rule of Law), 
\��&�"� (Accountability), W�"�  
(Transparency), ?X<\��F"� (Responsiveness), 
F�Q'F�6<"� 4 \l"� (Effectiveness and 
Efficiency), !�\6Y'"� 4 =6<�&� "� (Equality and 
Inclusiveness)। nu'�g !DY�!  E8 7 } �F6IF 
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W� } "�6¨F ZY�!6 F F�Q'Z6%�� Q� hF6m o\�Y< 
!��6�F ?��� < hF6m ?�8#J�Q�}# �� \�~ 

O�<"& '̂ E8 hF6m ����F6IF o\Y h&L h< 
nu' (6" ��8" ��� 6 O'< nu' (6"~ hM ���(  &� 
i� (� ��< !DY�! �F !D6 6f" F<�< hF6m �y�=�z' 
E�6"��< &� ��@#� E8 6&6O� W��XY�! ��8F 
Z6"k� !��E~ 6&�Y^ F�< =>���"(<�7 Z6"k� !��E 
h�l�r ?��J�Q�}# O� 6�F� �E  F�<~ ���(  ZY�!�  
!&'��<< 7 }� < nLY�E �F !D6 6f"F<  
(6&�Y^" �6E8��\<), } "�6¨F 6&�FI(F<� < ��@#�� 
ZY�! �F "G z��8 �< =Q'� o=��N o\4��, 
5u'!���67F ?�� , �6E8��\< l�"�� , W� 4 
\D '(6"�D� =6<�^&� 7 }� < F��N o=��N o\4�� 
ZOG 6" F�7F�' =>����"< ��@#�� !DkD  O��& !�� 
E�~ 5< hM ���(  ��< =>���" &#&i�< ��@#�� 
!DY�!  Z6"k�< ol�r �6E8�<� E8 hF6m �y�=�z' 
F�<F(actor)। F�<  &"'���  O�<"&� '̂ =>���"(<�7 

Z6"k��  �6E8�<� 6&�Y^ "�g=Q'=�z' O� 6�F� =�8  F�< 
$�8�N~ 6&�Y^ F�< ¦¸¸£ !��8 ��"� !L6&@�  
!L�Y�@ (< =< �6E8��\< hM O� 6�F� 5<4 
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?��J�Q�}# O��& &G6� o=���N~ hM 5�8�$ �6m�" 
6FO��& ���(  ��< �6E8��\< l�"��  4 nLY�E  
"G z��8 ��< !DY�! �F Z6"k� 4 !D6 6f" F�<�N "� 
5�8�6$" E���N~  

    Z��  <�{=6" ±A h 6= o7 5ÁD8 F�8�� 
&�86N�8  “The strength and wealth of India 
lives in villages, and when women become 
leaders, the mission never fails”। W��(7(< 

Fu�� “The best thermometer to the progress 
of a nation is its treatment of women”। 6"6  

5<4 &�86N�8  “There is no chance of the 
welfare of the world unless the condition of 
women is improved. It is not possible for a 
bird to fly on one wing”। W��(7(< Fu� ou�FM 

&8� Q�� oQ o\�Y< !��6�F F8#�  4 ?��� < 7 # 
�6E8��\< n&i�< ?�6", "��\< 5u' !���67F 
n�}6", l�"��  4 <�7� 6"F "u� Z!�Y6 F 
F�7F��' "��\< nLY�E  hF�� Z���7 ~ 
O�<"&� '̂< ol�r4 hFu� !��  O��& Z�Q�7#~ 
O�<"(� !���7< n�@'F, Z�� µ¤ Y"�LY (£¤¦¦ 
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!��8< 7 }  � n D!��<) �6E8��F ?�=l� F�< 
ZFG " }z"¨ Z6"6k" E�" =��<  �~ "G z��8 ��< 
} "�¨< !�x8# 4 !DY�!  Z6"k�< =�&'Y"' E8 i� (� 
!<F��<< F�7F��' �6E8��\< nLY�E  !D6 6f" 
F<�~ O�<�"< ��"� o\�Y <�7� 6"F Z6%��� 4 
Z6"k��  �6E8��\< nLY�E  !&'\�M Z�6�F 6N8~ 
6FÅ �� "� !L6&@�  !L�Y�@ (< ��@#�� i� (� ��<< 
ZY�!6 F &#&i�� �6E8��\< 7 # 5!  !L<l  
F<�< x�8 <�7� 6"F F�'F��� "��\< nLY�E  
n� Fm�M o&�B�N~ "�& W�@( "�< =<&"'(F��8 
Z&6"'" !L6&@��  �6E8��\< !�"�,  #��6&$�< h&L 
"��\< 6&6O� n6@F�< 4 W�@( "� Z6"k�< ol�r 
6&�Y^ ?�\#�} o 4�� E���N~ 

W�@(  O�<�"< !L6&@�� < Zi�& �, o�s68F 
n6@F�<, 6 �\'Y��8F  (6" h&L n #� # n@#��� 
�6E8��\< 7 # 6&�Y^ &#&i� o 4�� E���N Q�  �<(�\< 
l�"��  4 !DY�!  Z6"k�< ol�r hF6m �y�=�z' 
=\�l=~ 

� Zi�& ��" !F�8< 7 #  #��, W�@( "�, 
!��# 4 o!sþ�"G � Z6"k�< !LF« o��^z� 
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F<� E���N~ &8� E���N O�<�"< !F8 
 �}6<�F< 7 # !���67F, nu'� 6"F n 
<�7� 6"F  #��6&$�<; 6$��, �"ZF�Y, 
6&Ä�!, @�' 4 ?=�! �< W�@( "�; �Q'�\� 4 
!D�Q�} !D6&@�< !�"� !G6� h&L "��\< 
!F�8< ��@# &#�6�< �Q'�\� !D6 6f" E�&~ 
hN�B�4 "G"(� n@#��� o�s68F n6@F��<< 
��@#�� �6E8��\< 7 # 6FND !D�Q�} !D6&@�< 
Fu� &8� E���N~ 

�  !L6&@�� < ¦´  L @�<� 5M� < \G6��" 
!��# 4 5M� < !��  !L<l� < ��@#�� 
�6E8��\< !���#< n6@F�< !D6 6f" 
F�<�N~ 

� !L6&@�� < ¦µ(�)  L @�<� n D!��< <�{ 
�6E8� 4 6Y]�\< 7 # 6&�Y^ &#�&i� 6 �" 
=��<~ 

� !L6&@�� < ¦¶(£)  L @�<� n D!��< <�{ 
oF�� �  �}6<F�F �( nu&� =Dy�^< 
6 6<�J !<F�6< $�F6<�" n�Q�}# &�8 
6&�&6$" F<�" =�<�&  �~ 
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� !L6&@�� < ´£  L @�<� n DQ��( <�{ 
F��7< Y"' �� �&�6$" h&L Z!�6"�\< 
7 # Z���7 (� &#�&i� �E  F<�&~ 

� !L&@�� < µ¦(A)(e) @�<�� !F8 �� D�^< 
!q(6", o!sþ�"G � 4 �6E8��\< �Q'�\� 
<l�< Fu� &8� E���N। 

� !L6&@�� < �£¶ @�<�� !�6&'F Z�Ç&���< 
oO�m�6@F��<< Fu� &8� E���N~ 

� hN�B�4  ��"� 4 �´"� !L�Y�@ (< 
��@#�� =>���" 4 o=s<!O� ��< 
�6E8��\< 7 # o��m 5!� < hF"G"(��LY 
5!  !L<l� < &#&i� F<� E���N~ 

         
�6E8��\< l�"��  4 "��\< !���67F, 

<�7� 6"F 4 nu'� 6"F �Q'�\� Z6"k�< 8�l 
=�8'���v 6&6O� !��� 6&6O� 5M  ³"6< F�<�N~ 
oQ� - 

� The Immoral Traffic (Prohibition) 
act, 1956 

� The Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961 
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� The Maternity Benefit Act, 1961 
� The Medical Termination of 

Pregnancy Act, 1971 
� The Equal Remuneration Act, 1976 
� The Prohibition of Child Marriage 

Act, 2006 
� The Sexual Harassment of Women 

at Work Place (Prevention 
Protection) Act, 2013 

hN�B�4 oFI(� 4 <�7# !<F�<  � �  !��� 
 �<(�\< !��6�F 5u'!���67F 4 <�7� 6"F ?���< 
W��u' 6&6O� F�'!�$( 6 ���N~ oQ�  oFI(� !<F��<< 
o 4�� "o&m( &�$�4 o&m( =B�4”, 5&�< =6f�&[ 
!<F��<< “F #Ê” ZF« hM 6&^�� ZYL!�< \�&( 
<��J~ n6" !q6" !D6Z� oF��m'< “"�gl6 F 6"  
"�8�F” Zu��F n!�L6&@�6 F &�8 &�6"8 F�< 
o\4��< <�� �6E8��\< !���67F l�"��� < =�u hF 
�y�=�z' =\�l=~ 

=>���"( ��< �6E8��\< l�"��  4 nLY�E  
!DY�!� < @�< �� hF &B =6<&"'  h� 6N8। 
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Z6"6k" =>���"( &#&i�< ��@#�� ���(  ��< } "¨ 
Z6"6k" E� Q� ���(  �6E8��\< !���67F 4 
<�7� 6"F n �!<"� ou�F �D� F�< Z"#l O��& 
!<F�<( 6!��� �E� < Z6%��< !��u QD� F�<6N8। 

!L6&@�� < £´��(�) @�<�� =>����"< Z6"6m ��< 
o��m 5!� < n�" hF"G"(��LY ("xY(�68 7�6" 4 
?=7�6"O� � �6E8��\< 7 # !L<6l" 5!  !E) 
5!  �6E8��\< 7 # !L<6l" <�J�" E�&~ 5&�< 
o��m !O�=6"(Chairperson) =�\< 5!� < 
hF"G"(��LY !O�=6"< =\ �6E8��\< 7 # !L<6l" 
u�F�& [£´��(´)]। ���!O��" o��m !\�!#< n�@'F 

�6E8��\< nLY�E�z< Fu� &8� <���N~ 5&�< 
"xY(68 7�6" 4 ?=7�6"O� � �6E8��\< 7 # 5!  
!L<l� < &#�&i� F<� E���N~ o=s<!O�< ol�r4 
o��m 5!� <  hF"G"(��LY 5!  �6E8��\< 7 # 
!L<6l" <���N~ 5&�< hM !L<lz�F µ¤% =Q'� 
F<�< \�&( ?���N, Q��" �6E8�<� 5<4 o&6Y F�< 
o "G ��< F�������" 5!�< !D�Q�} =��~ 

��"� 4 �´"� !L�Y�@ (< ��@#�� ���, 
"�8DF &� o78� ��< �6E8��\< nLY�Ez Z$D < 
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o&�B�N~ h< x�8 �6E8�<� &"'���  =6<&��<< 56Ã � 
ou�F <�7 (6"< =6<!�< h�! =�B�N । "��\< 

<�7� 6"F !�$" "� &G6� o=���N h&L 6&�Y^ F�< 
<�7 (6"< �y� !��F' "�<� n&6E" E���N। "�<� 

6 �7<� 6 �7�\< n6@F�< 4 \�&( \�4�� 6 �� 54��7 
"D 8�N~ "��\< ��@# 6Yl� 4 !�$" "�< Z!�< 
��m�N~ h< x�8 "�<� 6Yl�, W�i# 4 }�E'i# 6EL!�< 
6&y�� !<& E�� ?���N~ "�N�B� &�8#6&&�E 6 &�< , 
o����\< 6Yl�, 6Y]p� ZOG 6" 6&^��< 6&�<�@("� 
F<�N~ o "G� \�� < l�"�< 6&F�Y �m�N~ nu'�g 
Zu�}" @�< �� �6E8��\< F�7F�' $�< o\4���8< 
��@# !(��&�, o!M Zu� oO�Ã "�<� !6%� <�7 (6"�" 
nLY 6 ��~ !<F�<( 6&6O� 6!��� �E�  �"��" 
6\�� h&L 6!����E  Z6%���F ZO�6&" F<�N~ 
&"'���  nLY�Ez��8F } "¨ (Participative 
Democracy), Q� 6&�Y^ O��& 7 6Z�, "�< &��&��  
�m�N =>���"( &#&i�<  �<� �6E8��\< nLY�Ez 4 
l�"��� < ��@#��~ 68[}" oQ n!���#< @�< � =D�<� 
O�<�" 6N8, "�  �<(�\< hM !�$" "�, <�7 (6"< 
5�8��F 5!� 4 6!��� �E  Z6%��� �"��" 
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Z\�� < ��@#�� F���N~ o\�Y< 6&6O� Z���  �� 
!���67F 5�t�8�   �<(�\< Z$D < nLY�Ez hF6m 
�y�=�z' 6\F। h< ��@#�� ��� &�L8�� �6E8��\< W�u' 

4 \�&( \�4��< �ê(F< , <�7� 6"F nLY�Ez, 
} "�6¨F ��8#�&��@< !>�<,  "D   <�7� 6"F o$" � 
&G6� ZOG 6" "��\< ZFG " l�"���  !E��"� F�<�N~ 

!DY�!  &8�" Q6\ o&�9�� nLY�Ez��8F, W� 
4 \D '(6"�D� ZY�!  "�E�8 "� FJ� �M !�&=<  � 
Q6\  � o!J��  �6E8��\< !6%� 4 W"Aç� "' 
nLY�E� < !D�Q�}  � u��F~ =6<!LJ#�  ou�F &8� 
Q�� oQ ¦¸¸� !��8< =< ou�F &"'��  !�� =Q'� 
=>����"< !&'��< �6E8��\< nLY�Ez n� F 
o&�B�N~ "��\< oO�m \�� < E�<4 n� F o&�B�N~ 
£¤¦´ !��8< o8�F!O� 6 &'�$�  o\J� Q�� �6E8��\< 
oO�m Z\�� < Y"F<� E�< 6N8 ¶µ.µ´ Y"�LY। 

�6E8�<� O�<�"< <�{=6", Z@� �¨( 4 6&6O� <��7#< 
�DJ#�¨( 6E!��& 6N�8  4 5�N ~ O�<�"< F"�68 
<�7#, oQ�  n�Z�\Y, 6&E�<, N6X!}B, 9�BJ�, 
oF<�8�, �E�<�{, 46±^�, <�7i� , 6r=D<� 4 ?X<�J� 
i� (� ��< �6E8��\< 7 # µ¤% 5!  !L<l  
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F�<�N~ oFI(� !<F��<< �6E8��\< 7 # µ¤% 5!  
!L<l� < x�8 "��\< <�7� 6"F nLY�Ez n� F 
&G6� o=���N h&L 8l�6@F �6E8� =>���"( ��< 
o "G �\�� < !D�Q�} o=���N~ 

"�& !DY�!� < hF6m �y�=�z' 6\F Q6\ 
nLY�Ez,  �<(�\< l�"��  4 \�6��Y(8 ZY�!  E� 
Q� !&'��<< nLY�E�z< ��@#�� !D6 6f" E�" =��< 
"�E�8 ���(z ��< �6E8��\< 7 # !L<l , "��\< hM 
W��XY�! ��8F Z6"k��  nLY�Ez F"m� !DY�!  4 
l�"��� < ��@#�� !��6�F ?�� �F !�6$" F<�N, "� 
6FÅ 5���\< !���  Z� o<�JM Q��~ &���& Q6\ 
5�<� O�<"(� !��7&#�&i� 4 <�7 (6"< 6\�F "�F�M 
"�E�8 o\J�" =��&� oQ =>���"( ��< �6E8��\< 
nLY�Ez 4 l�"��� < n� F &�@� 4 !(��&�"� 
<���N~ 

6&6O� }�&^z� ou�F o\J� o}�N oQ =>���"( 
&#�&i�< 6" 6m ��<M �6E8�<� nLY�Ez F<�84 "�<� 
Qu�QuO��& F�Q'F<( O� 6�F� =�8  F<�" =��<  �~ 
h< hF6m &B F�<  E8 ?=QD� 6Yl�< nO�&~ hM 
?=QD� 4 Qu�Qu 6Yl�< nO�&  �<(�\< l�"��� < 
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=�u hF6m &B n�<��~ h< x�8 n� F !�� 
=>����"< 6&6O� ZF«�68< 6 �� (6", ���!O� &� 
���!L!�\< 6�6mL !DkD  O��& =6<$�8 � F<� &� 
ZY�!6 F F�7F�' =6<$�8 �< 7 # Z���7 (� |�  4 
\l"� "��\< u��F  �~ n6@F�LY ol�rM F�7F�' 
=6<$�8 �< ��8 ?�\#�} ?�� 5�! =Dy^�\< ou�F~ 
5&�< �6E8��\< nLY�Ez 4 l�"��� < Z�� 
5�8��\< oQ \��&�"� 4 !L�&\ Y(8"� u�F� \<F�< 
"� O�<"&� '̂< o&6Y<O�} <��7# o M~ =>����" \8(� 
Z�@� # u�F�� "�<� W�@( O��& 6!��� 6 �" =��<  �~ 
"�N�B� 6FND ol�r \8(� 6EL!�< <�7 (6" "��\< 
<�7� 6"F F�'F��� nLY�E�z 6&�DJ F�< o"��8~ 
�6E8�<� =>���"( 6&6O� ��< Z6"6 6@ 6E!��& 
6 &'�6$" E�84 &���& =6<&��<< oF�  =Dy^ !\�!#< 
 �<� 6"6  =6<$�68" E ~ 5&�< Y( '̂ =\�68�" 
!�@�< " ?®6&X �6E8��\< Z�@� # o\J� Q��~ 
!�&'�=6< 6="G �"�6¨F !��7&#&i�� o����\< oQO��& 
!���67F(F<z ��m o!M Z6%��< ��@# <��N 
�6E8��\< <�7� 6"F l�"��� < Z@�  &�@�~ 
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74E<8�8 o Ey &�86N�8  “You can tell 
the condition of a nation by looking at the 
status of its women”। "�M =6<�Y�^ &8� Q�� 

O�<"&� '̂ �6E8��\< l�"�� , "��\< 5u'!���67F 4 
<�7� 6"F o$" � &G6� !DY�!� < 6\�F hF6m 
?��J�Q�}# =\�l=~ !L<l� < ��@#�� n� Fm� 
h6}�� h�84 hJ 4 o\�Y< 6&6O� Z��� "�<� Z�6�F 
n&i�� <���N~ hM n&i�� "��\< Z}6"< 7 # 
Z���7 (� !<F�<( 5M  N�B�4 6&6O� NGO �68�F 
?�\#�} 6 �" E�&~ "��\< 6&6O� 6&^�� !�$"  F<�" 
E�&~ &"'���  �6E8��\< 6=6N�� =B�< F�<  n D!��  
4 "��\< n&i�< ?�6"< 7 # 6&6O� }�&^z� E�� 
h&L Z�� Z6"6m 6&Ä6&\#�8�� Women Studies 
Centre }�B ?���N~ 58�\� F�< "��\< 7 # 
6&Ä6&\#�8� ³"6< E���N~ hN�B� oFI(� 4 <�7# 
!<F�< �6E8��\< n6@F�< <l�< ol�r �6E8� F6�Y  
³"6< F�<�N Q�  �<(�\<  � �  !�!#� 6 <!  F<�< 
o$�� F�< $�8�N~ "�M &8� Q�� oQ ZFG " } "�¨< 
Z6"k� 4 !DY�!  !D6 6f"F<� < 7 #  �<(�\< 
5u'!���67F 4 <�7� 6"F l�"��  h&L "��\< 
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W�@(  4 W"Aç� "' nLY�Ez hF�� Z���7 ~ "�& 
5Y�< Fu� E8 O�<"& '̂ !�q6"F &N<�68�" hM 
6&^�� n� Fm� h6}�� h�!�N~  
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�D6Y'\�&�\ o78�< \�\=D< ����<  6Y] p6��F< 
hF6m !�q6"F 6$r 

o!s<O !�E� 
<�{6&|�  !Ó¶˛yÜ ("G "(� &^'), <��FG H 6�Y  6&\#��6t< 

 
!�6$=r 

• O� 6�F�  - 6Y] p� &"'���  !�<� 6&�Ä hF6m 
�8� !�!#� E�� \�6B���N। n6Yl�, \�6<¯#< 

7 # 6Y] p��F =D�<�=D6<O��& �D�N ox8� 
Q��6 ।O�<�"< Z6"6m o78��"M hM 6Y] 

p6��F< \G��� !E�7M o$��J =�B। 

• ?�ÆY#  - oF  6Y]<� MmO�m� &� 6&6B ³"<(�" &� 
oF�  $��^< F��7 nu&� }GEi8(< F��7 6 QD� 
E� &� F�7 F�<? 

• \�6<¯ h&L 6Y] p�A  ��L! 4 6±��< !��F'< 
��"�~ 

• 6Y] p� 5mF�&�< 7 # !<F�6< ?�\#�}A 
‘INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION 
(ILO)’ h< O� 6�F�, ³F8�! !"#�u'(< ‘&�$=�  
&�$�4 5�t�8 ’। 
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• \�\=D< ����< &z' �A 7 !LJ#�, �� 6$r ,=Dy^-
�6E8� n D=�" ZOG 6"। 

• ���� 6Y]�\< F�7 F<�< i� A MmO�m�, 6&6B 
x#�Ù6<,  \( ZOG 6" i� ~ 

• F�7 F<�< ?�ÆY#A o!& , o��&�M8 ZOG 6" 
Q�&"(� !<¹�� ?=�O�} h&L =6<&��<< 7 # nu' 
?=�7' ~ 

• p�� 6 QD� 6Y]�\< 7(& A  6Yl�8�O  � F�< 
p� J�m�"  E� Q�< x8WÂ= \�6<¯"�, n6Yl�, 
\D&'8 h&L !E��E(  &#6��� =6<z" E�&।   

• 6Y] p� n&!�� < ?=��A <�7� 6"F !6\��, 
=6<&��<< !���67F !�$" "�~ 

�D6Y'\�&�\ o78�< \�\=D< ����<  6Y] p6��F< 
hF6m !�q6"F 6$r &z' � 

6Y] p� &"'���  !�<� 6&�Ä hF6m �8� !�!#� 
E�� \�6B���N। "G"(� 6&�Ä< ?�� Y(8 

o\Y�68�" ��8" h6Y��, 56�F� 4 8�6"  
5��6<F�< o\Y�68�" 6Y] p��< 6!LEO�} 
\G��� o\J�" =�4�� Q��। hM!& ?�� Y(8 

o\Y�68�" 6Y] p��< Z@�  F�<z E8 \�6<¯#"�, 
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nu'� 6"F n �!<"�, n6Yl� ZOG 6"। O�<" 

7 !LJ#�< 6&$��< 6&�Ä 6 "(� h&L 5�"� < 
6\F ou�F !Ç� &GEX� o\Y। "�M hM 6&Y�8 

7 !LJ#�6&6Y� o\�Y 6&6O� O�^�-O�^(, @�'-&z' 
oO�\ 6&6O� <F��< !q\�� 8l F<� Q��। 

W�@( "�< =�< O�<�"< ��"� 6&Y�8 o\�Y  
?�6" E�84 &� ?��� < 7 # &#&i� �Ez F<� 
E�84 "�< Z6"x8  hJ 4 o\�Y< !&'r 
��m6 । o!7 # hJ 4 n6Yl�, \�6<¯#"�< 7 # 

6Y] p��F =D�<�=D6<O��& �D�N ox8� Q��6 । 

2011 !��8< 7 }z � n D��Q( 43.5 8l 6Y] 
6&6O� F��7 6 QD�। ‘NATIONAL SAMPLE 

SURVEY OFFICE’ F"G 'F o\4�� 6<�=�m' n DQ��( 
O�<�" 49.8 8�l< F�N�F�6N 5 ou�F 14 &N�<< 
6Y] J6 �", MmO�m��", 6&�ç�<F ³"<(�" F�7 
F�<। O�<�"< Z6"6m o78��"M hM 6Y] 

p6��F< \G��� !E�7M o$��J =�B। 5< \�\=D< 

���4 h< &#6"%�  �~ 
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=6f�&�[< �D6Y'\�&�\ o78�< n�}'" hF6m 
lD ¯ ��� E8 \�\=D<। hM ���6m o&8±�[� 2 û�F< 

o<67 }< u� �< n�}'"। hM ���6m�" F�7 F<�< 

?�ÆY# E8 oQ !<F�< F"G 'F }GE(" 6!@���68 &� 
}GE("  (6"�68 (n&Y#M 6Y]�\< ?��� < W��u') 
F�Q'F<  � E�� n&�E68" E�� oF  6Y]<� MmO�m�, 
6&6B ³"<( &� oF�  $��^< F�7 nu&� }GEi8(< F��7 
6 QD� E�? �D 8 =��<" 6Y]<�M &� oF  �D 8  � 
6}�� hM !F8 ?� F��7 6 �7�\< QD� F�<, 
o����\< ol�r oF  "�<� !��#�&8�� =B�"  � &�! 
6&6B ³"<( F<�" M�� ZF�Y F�<।hM !F8 

?�ÆY#�F !���  o<�J &� "�< ?X< oJ�7�< 7 # 
hM ZF�« nu&� oF¢ Ú�6± o" \�\=D< ���� 6Y] 
p6��F< hF6m 6$r "D �8 @<�< o$�� F<� E���N~ 

\�\=D< ����< 6Y] p� 6 �� 6FND Fu� &8�< 
5�} 6Y] p��< "�6wF 6\F6m hF&�< o\�J o 4�� 
Z���7 । O�<" oQ�E"D  }<(& o\Y, "�M \�6<¯# \�< 

F<�< 7 # F�7 F<� Z���7 । 6Y] p� hM 

\�6<¯#�F 6$6Ü" F�<, \�6<¯"� h&L 6Y] p� 
n� Fm� ��L! 4 6±��< !��F'< ��"� &�8 n� �F 
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��  F�< । 6Y] p� n� Fm� \�6<¯"� 4 n6Yl�< 

hF6m o}�8�F< ��"� o\J�" oQm� o\�Y< ��  
F���" !�E�Q# F�<। Q6\ oF�  \6<¯ 6Y] �D �8 

?=6i"  � ou�F &� 6Yl�8�O  � F�< p� J�m�" 
&�@# E� "�& "�<� &�B� E�� \D&'8 h&L !E��E(  
&#6��� =6<z" E�&। Q�< x8WÂ= oF�  6\  

\�6<¯"�, n6Yl�, n=&#&E�<�F F��� � Q��&  �। 

o!7 # \�6<¯#"��F FJ� �M F��� � Q��&  � Q"lz 
6Y]p� u�F�& 5&�< n=<6\�F 6Y]p��< 6& �Y 
FJ M �m�&  � Q"6\  \�6<¯#"� u�F�&। hF6m 

6Y] hF7  Z�Ç&���< ��"�M 6\�  12-14 �v� 
F�7 F�< 6FÅ =�6<p6�F "�< "D 8 �� F� =��। 

hMO��& oY�^z 4 &>z�< W(F�< E� 6Y]<�। 

O�<"& '̂ hF6m } "�6¨F o\Y। �� }z"�6¨F 

&#&i�� oF� <F� oY�^z u�F�" =��<  �। }z"¨ 

h&L oY�^z =<É< 6&�<�@(। O�<�"< !L6&@�� < 

Z��& ��"4 !���67F, nu'� 6"F 4 <�7� 6"F 
ol�r  #�� Z6"k�< Fu� &8� 5�N। hM 

Z6"à6"�F F�Q'F< F<�< 7 # oY�^�z< n&!�  
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5&Y#F। F�<  oY�^z��8F !��7&#&i��  #�� 4 

W�@( "�< n6�� n!�&। O�<"(� !L6&@�� < 23 4 

24  L @�<�� oY�^�z< 6&y�� n6@F��<< ?��J 
<���N। !L6&@�� < 23 @�<�� &8Z����}<  �<� 

=6<p� F<�� �, �� D^ %�-6&%�, o&}�< J�m�� � 
6&�Y^ \� (� n=<�@ 6E�!�& W(FG " E���N। "�& 

<�{ 7 }�z< W��u' &�@#"���8FO��&  �}6<F�\< 
J�6m�� 6 �" =��<। 24  L @�<�� 6Y]�\< 

n=Z����}< E�" ou�F &�$�� �< 7 # 6&�Y^ &#&i� 
o 4�� E���N। !L6&@�� < 24  L @�<�� &8� E���N 

14 &N�<< F� &�� 6Y]�\< F�<J� �, J6  ,&� n # 
oF�  6&=
 F F��7 6 QD� F<� 6 6^�। 6Y]�\< 

<l� F<�< 7 # h&L hM o�s68F n6@F�<6m &���& 
Â=�6�" F<�< 7 # O�<"(� =�8'���v M6"��@# 
F��F6m Z���7 (� 5M  Zz�z F�<�N। 

?\�E<zWÂ= Factories Act 1948, the Mines 
Act 1952, the Child Labour (Prohibition and 
Regulation) Act 1986 ZOG 6" ?��J�Q�}#।  
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&"'���  oF�  o\�Y< n D�6"< }6" oF�  
o!6m n� F�L�Y 6Y] p��< ?=< 6 O'< F�<~ nu'�g 
oQ o\�Y 6Y] p6��F< !LJ#� Q" o&6Y o!M o\Y "" 
6=6N�� hm� @�< o 4�� E�। nu'�g 6Y] p6�F 

&"'���  hF6m n& 6"< 6$Ü &� Z"(F 6E�!�& @<� 
E���N। "�M hM 6Y] p��F &� F<�" 

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION 
(ILO) F �O Y  138 hF6m 6&8 =�! F�< 1973 
!��8 । o!J��  &8� E� 14  &N�<<  (�$ oF�  

6Y]�F 6\�� oF�  O�<( F�7 F<�� � Q��&  �। "�<4 

6FND &N< =< 1999 !��8 F �O Y  182 o" 
‘worst forms of child labour’, ‘child slavery’, 
‘child traffiking’ M"#�6\�" hM!& 6&=
 F 
F�7�F &� F<�< 6 �\'Y o\4�� E���N। "�& 

O�<"& '̂ hM \D 6m o�s68F F �O Y �F !�u'  
7� ��6 ।  

O�<�"< ��"� o\�Y 6Y] p��< hF6m F�<z 
E8 <�7� 6"F W6\��< nO�&।  1950 !��8 O�<"(� 

!L6&@�  6Y]�\< 6&=
 F F��7< (oQ6m "��\< 
Y<(< h&L � ��6wF 6\F ou�F Y<(�<< ?=< ZO�& 
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ox�8) ?=< 6 �^@�|� 7�<( F�<। h< =�< 6Y] p� 

6 �� 5M  ³"<( E�" 5<4 26 &N< !�� 
o8�}�N। 1986  !��8 oQ ‘Child Labour 

Prohibition’ 5M  ³"<( E��6N8 "��" &8� E� oQ 
14 &N�<<  (�$ oF�  6Y]�F p6�F 6E�!�& J�m�� � 
Q��&  �। 6FÅ o!6m �� � E�  �। h<=< 5<4 3 

\YF =�< hM xy£zò!›˛ !L�Y�@  F<� E� 2012 
!��8 । hM xy£ẑ Ïò &8� E� oQ 14 &N�<<  (�$ 

oF�  6Y]�F F�7 F<�� � (&�6B< F�7 N�B�) 
5M " n=<�@ h&L 15 ou�F 18 &N�<< 6Y]�\< 
oF� <F� 6&=
 F F�7 F<�� � n&i�� @<� 
=B�8 o!6m \� (� n=<�@ Óo8 }z# E�& h&L h< 
7 # Y�6�\�� < &#&i� u�F�&। "�& h6m�F F��Q' 

=6<z" F<�< ol�r hJ 4 !<F��<< mE8\�<(< 
Q�u� nO�& <���N।  

!<F�<( ?�\#��}< !�[ !�[ o&!<F�<( 4 
&#6�}" Z$D < ?�\#�} o 4�� E���N 6Y] p��F 
5mF�� �< 7 #। h< ��@# ?��J�Q�}# E8 ³F8�! 

!"#�u'(< ‘&�$=�  &�$�4 5�t�8 ’। "�< hM 
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5�t�8� < 8l# 6N8 hF6m 6Y]< !�6&'F 6&F��Y< 
7 # hF6m �D� !���67F =6<�&Y }�B o"�8� 
oQJ��  Z6"6m 6Y] oY�^�z< E�" ou�F �D6� =��& 
h&L 6& ����8# 6Yl�8�O F<�" =�<�&। "�< hM 

n&\�� < 7 # 6"6  2014 !��8 o ��&8 Y�6� 
=D<��< =� । =6�" 7E<8�8 o �Ey 4 &�86N�8  

“to be successful in life, what we need is 
education”. 

h"lz 6Y] p��< "�6wF 6\F o\J� o}8। 

"�& h< &��& ZFG 6" 6FÅ 58�\�। !<F�<( 

5�8�<� &� oF�  o&!<F�<( h�76� \8 ��Ï� ��< 
&�! hM!F8 6 ��-F� D  4 5M  ³"<( F<� !�w4 
6FÅ &���& W�@( "�< h"6\  =�<4 6F Z6"6m 
o78�< Z6"6m ��� ou�F 6Y] p� �D�N ox8� o}8? 

�D6Y'\�&�\ o78�< n�}'" \�\=D< ���6m< o��m 
5�"  E8 04 ÓÜ≈ !Ñ˛ Ï̂úy!õ›˛yÓ˚–  hM ���6m n"#� 
lD ¯ hF6m ���। ����< latitude-23˚54’

  h&L 

longitude-88˚17’। ���6m�" �D6Y'\�&�\ o78�< 

7.104 8l 7 !LJ#�< ��@# ��r 664 6m =6<&�< &�! 
F�<। \�\=D< ���6m< 7 !LJ#� 3200 7  । h< 
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��@# 1675 7  =Dy^ h&L 1525 7  �6E8� (2011 
!��8< 7 }z � n DQ��()। ����< 6Yl�< E�< 

�D6Y'\�&�\ o78�< n #� # 7��}�< "D 8 �� Q�u� F� 
��r 56.44 Y"�LY। hM ���6m�" 6-14 &N�<< 6Y] 

<���N 4706m। Q�< ��@# 2 24 6m &�8F h&L 2 45 6m 

&�68F�। hM 6Y]�\< ��@# Z�� 250 7� < F�N�F�6N 

6Y] p6�F <���N Q�<� Z"#l &� =�<�lO��& 
p�QD� F��7< !�[ QD�।  

hM 1600 6m =6<&��<< ��@# ou�F 6FND 
=6<&�<�F Pilot Study Ï̂ì˛ o&�N 6 �� "��\< F�N 
ou�F "u# o 4��< o$�� F<� E���N। hM o}�m� 

=<(l���8F =Q'�&l�z< �@# 6\�� o\J� o}8 \�\=D< 
����< 6Y] p6��F< n&i�< 7 # =6<&�< n� F�L�Y 
\��(। o��m��D6m O��& 50 6m &�6B�" 6}�� h&L �D �8< 

6YlF, =>���" F�'(�\< !��u Fu� &�8 7� � o}�N 
!<F�< h�l�r 6Y]�\< 6 <�=�\ <�J�" 6FND F<�" 
=�<�&  �। F�<z, Z�� F��&6Y Z�"#F 6Y]M �D �8 

=��<"। oQ !& 6Y]/&�8F/N�r �D �8 =B�" Q�� 

"�<� !F�8 6m� ou�F 9m� =Q'� F�7 F�< �D �8 $�8 
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Q�� h&L 5&�< \D=D�< �D �8 J�&�< oJ�� �D 8 =�68�� 
F�7 F<�" $�8 5�!। o&6Y<O�} ol�r oN�8<� 

MmO�m��" F�7 F�<। "�& h�l�r =6<&��<< o$�� 

oN�8�\< ?g!�E 6FNDm� E�84 o&6Y u��F F�<z 
=6<&��<< F�N ou�F m�F� $�M�8 "�< &�&�-��  � 
o\4��� E�" J<�$< 7 # oN�8<� hM F�7 F�< 
6FND�l�r 6 �7< M�� DQ��(।  

����< 3 ou�F 8/9 &N�<< oN�8<� ~Ñ˛Ó̊Ñ˛õ 
F�7 F�< h&L 9 ou�F 14 &N< &� "�< o&6Y 
&��!< oN�8<� n # o=Y� o&�N o �।  10 &N�<< 

 (�$ oQ !& oN�8<� <���N "�<� o&6Y<O�} ol�r 
MmO�m�� F�7 F�<, &�&�< !��u 76�< F��7 !�E�Q# 
F<�" &�  \(�" ��N @<�" Q��। "�& h�\< F�7 

F<�< o=N�  oF�  W�@( "� u��F  �। h<� !&!�� 

&�B�/Z�Ç&�� 6FND &#6�< n@(�  F�7 F�< Q�<� 
h�\< 4=< !&'lz  7< <��J। F�<z hF7  

Z�Ç&�� o8��F< ou�F hM &�®��\< 6 �� F�7 
F<�� � Q�u�M !E7। hN�B� h�\< =�6<p6�F 

!�@�<�z< "D 8 �� F�। oQ�  MmO�m��" Q�<� F�7 
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F�< "��\< o��m��D6m ³\6 F 5� 40 m�F�। Q�<� 

&�6B< !�[ 76��" F�7 F<�" "�<� oF�  ? GX =�� 
 �। oQ!& oN�8<� ��N @<�"  \(�" Q�� "�<� 6\� < 

oY�^ E��"� hF6m ��N &� ³\6 F 20-30 m�F� =��। 

hN�B� hM &��!< 6FND oN�8 <���N Q�<� !F�8 &� 
!��# &�7��< oF�  o\�F��  F�7 F�<। ���  6FND 

oN�8 O�<( F�7  � F�< 6�6�< o\�F� , $���< 
o\�F� , ���N< 5Bg ZOG 6" i��  F�7 F�<। h�\< 

F�7 J�Æ< h�  &!�� �, &#&È" &�! =r =6<��< 
F<�, o\�F�  =6<��< <�J� M"#�6\। hm� hF ZF�< 

6Y] p��< ��@#M =�B। \�\=D< ����< Z6"6m 

o\�F��  6 ou�F 10 &N�<< oN�8<y Ñ˛yã Ñ˛ Ï̂Ó˚– hM 
&��!< &�M�< n # oF�  oN�8  �। "�& ]@D h<� 

F�7 F�< o&6Y<O�} 6 �7< 5 �t< 7 #, 
o&6Y<O�} F�'<" hM 6Y]�68 ��\F ¯&# o!& , 
o��&�M8 ZOG 6" Q�&"(� !<¹�� ?=�O�} F<�< 
ol�r 6 �7< nu' &#� F�<। h�\< ��@# oF�  oF�  

oN�8 E��"� &� �D �8< �DJ o\�J6  &� oF? oF? 
�D �8 ou�F4 Q��  �ñ oQ!& N�r<� o\�F�� < F��7 
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6 QD� "�<� �D �8 Q�4��< M�� ZF�Y F<�8 
o\�F�� < ��68F &�8 ‘�D �8 6}�� 6F E�&, 4J��  6F 
o8J� =B� E�  � m�F� o\�’। nu$ "�< 6 �7< 

!�� 6m 6&\#�8�� o<�7 =B�" Q��। hMO��& 

!���7< hF6m nLY ou�F 6FND 6FND oN�8 6Yl�< 
Z6" n!���^ ZF�Y F�<। !��7M "��\< 5mF�� 

�D �8 Q�4�� ou�F। o!7 # hJ 4 \�\=D< ���� 

6Yl�< =6<�&Y }�B ?�� 6 । 

hN�B�4 10 &N�<< ?��' 6FND oN�8-o��� 5�N 
Q�<� E��"� h�F&��< �D 8 =6<"#�} F�< F�7�FM 
@#� -|�  F�< &�!। 5&�< Q�<� �D �8 Q�� "�<� 

�D 86m�FM o&�N o �। h�l�r =6<&�< Q�u� &�B� 

O� 6�F� =�8  F�<। \D 6m =�Y�=�6Y &�6B \D 6m 

=6<&��<< ��@# Zu� =6<&��< 2 7  oN�8 4 1 7  
o��� h&L 6 "(� =6<&��< 4 7  o��� 4 hF6m 
oN�8 5�N। \D 6m =6<&��<< Z@�  F"'�<� Y�<(6<F 

p� 6\�� !L!�< $�8�� oQ�  m#�Ù< $�68��, n� #< 
76��" F�7 F�< M"#�6\। "&D \D 6m =6<&��<< ��@# 

�"�\Y'}" =�u'F# <���N। oQ�  6 "(� =6<&��<< 
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hF6m oN�8 <���N &�! 12 &N<, o! �D 8 oN�B 
76��" F�7 F<�" Q�� h&L Zu� =6<&��<< 
oN�86m �D �8 =B�" Q��। h<� o&6Y<O�} ol�rM 

o!8D� < o\�F��  F�7 F�< 4 =�< 6 �7< o\�F�  
oJ�8�< o$�� F�<। hN�B� oF? o!� �< o\�F��  F�7 

F�< &� &�6B�" &�6B�" 6&\D #�"< "�< 8�}�� � 
M"#�6\ F�7 F�< u��F। "�& hM!& oN�8�\< 

hF6m &GEg nLY Z6" &N< &�M�< F�7 F<�" Q��। 

h<� O�<�"< 6&6O� <��7# 6}�� &�6B ³"<(, oF�  
=�E�<�\�< M"#�6\ F�7 F�< u��F। h�\< 5��< 

o&6Y<O�} m�F� 6\��M 6 �7�\< =6<&�< $�8��। h<� 

oF? oF? 3 ��! 4 ��! =< &�6B 5�! @�'(� 
n Dk�� < !��, 5&�< n Dk�  oY�^ $�8 Q��।  

o����\< O� 6�F� h< ou�F =GuF। o��� 6Y]<� 

��8" }GEi�68< F��7M 6 �7�F QD� <��J।  14 

&N�<< ��@# Z�� Z�"#F6m N�r( �D �8 Q��, JD&  } # 
!LJ#F h< &#6"%�। Z�"#F6m o��� �D �8 Q�4��< 

Z@�  F�<z E8 !<F�< F"G 'F }GE(" n D\�  
o 4��< 7 #। Z�"#F6m &�6B< o���<� !��# o&8� 
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6&6B ³"<( F<�" &�!। hJ��  oF�  &#6"%� 8l 

F<� Q��  �। "�& &�8 <�J� Z���7  hM \G��� !& 

&�6B�" o\J� Q��  �। oQ!& 6Y] p6�F<� p��< 

!��u QD� "��\< n6@F�LYM �D!68� =6<&��< o&�B 
4��।  ����< o���<� ‘!&D7 !�u(’ ZF�«< ��@#�� 

!�M�F8, F #�Ê ZF�«< ��@#�� nu' h&L 6&6B 
p6�F E4��� !<F�< F"G 'F n D\�  =��। o!M 7 # 

n6OO�&�F<� oN�8�\< ou�F o����\< �D �8 
Q�4���F o&6Y Z�@� # o\�। F�<z oN�8<� &�6B�" 

ou�F F�7 F�< nu' ?=�7'  F�< h&L o���<� �D �8 
6}�� Z6" &N< hF6m 6 6\'� =6<��z nu' =��। 

hMO��& hF\8 6Y] �D �8 Q�4��< 5!8 ?�ÆY# 
6Yl��Ez N�B� !<F�<( !D�Q�}-!D6&@��F Z�@� # 
o\�। 

����< 6&6O� Z��� 506m =6<&�< �D�< 
Z"#lO��& "u# h&L ����< 6FND p6�F, F��F6m 
6Y] Q�<� F�7 F�< h&L ����< 6YlF, ��� 
=>����"< hF7  F�'( h&L MmO�m�< ��68�F< 
!�[ Fu� &�8 hM "u# =�4�� o}�N। hM "�u#< 
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o=N�  Z�� Z�"#�FM &#6�}"O��& 6FND Z� F<� 
E���N h&L !F�8M h< ?X< o\4��< !�@#�" o$�� 
F�<�N।  

����< 6Yl�F< !�[ Fu� &�8 ãyòy oQ 6Y] 
p6�F \�\=D< ���� o\J�" =�4��< F�<z 
n6OO�&F�\< n&�E8�। n&�E8� "�< 6 �7< 

!��� < Z6"। 6"6  h�l�r &�8  [oQ 6Y]<� p��< 

!��u QD� "�< n6OO�&F�\< ?�ÆY# F�< 6"6  
&�8�N ] ÚÚQ6\ oF�  6Y]< n6OO�&F !F��8 F��7 
Q�4��< M�� ZF�Y F�< "�E�8 E�" oQ 6Y]�F 
"�<  &��!< "D 8 �� F���< p� F<�" E� "� 
F<�" E"  � ÛÛ।  MmO�m�< hF6m ��68F�F 67�|! 

F<� E� 5=6  &�®� 6Y]�\< F��7 6 ���} F�<  
oF ? h< ?X�< 6"6  &�8  ‘5���F &8N oF ? 
Q��\< ��-&�= "�< oN�8�F hJ��  =���� "��\< 
&8’। nu'�g hJ��  6"6  &8�" o$���N  oQ 6"6  

&�<z F<� !�w4 6Y]<� F�7 F�<। oY�^ 

���=>����"< hF7  F�'(�F 67�|! F<� E� 
����< 6Y] p� 5mF�&�< 7 # !Ñ˛ &#&i� o 4�� 
E���N– 6"6  &�8  ÚÚn� F ?�\#�} o 4�� E�84 
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n6OO�&F�\< 4 6Y]�\< ?g!��E< x¶˛y Ï̂Ó "� F��Q' 
=6<z" E�  � ÛÛ। 

!�&'�=6< &8� oQ�" =��< \�\=D< ����< 6Y]p� 
6 �� oQ "u#�68 7� � Q�� "�< ou�F hF6m 676 ! 
É� E�� 4�� oQ ����< !��76m 6&�Y^" \D6m O��} 
6&O�, hF6m !���7 6FND @ (�pz(< &!&�! Q�<� 
o&6Y<O�} ol�rM o\�F�� < ��68F, ���N< 5B�"< 
&#&!��(, MmO�m�< ��68F h&L n # 6\�F hF6m 
n&�E68" opz( <���N Q��\< 6Yl�< ��  o M 
&8�8M $�8। Q�<� n"#� \6<¯ opz(, nu'�g hF6m 

!���7< 6FND ZO�&Y�8( &#6� <���N Q�<� n # 
opz(�F ZO�6&" F�<। "�& 6Y] p6��F< ��8 F�<z 

E8 \�6<¯ h&L 6Yl�< nO�&। h<� oQ h�F&��< 

6 AFG � "� 6FÅ  �। h<�M !���7< !�[ 6�Y�" 

=��< h&L 6FND =6<&�< n&Y#M 6Yl�< !�[ QD�।  

hM 6Y] p��F 5mF�� �< 7 # o&Y 6FND 
&#&i� o 4�� Z���7  <���N। !<F�< h�l�r 

n� Fm�M n�!< E���N। !<F�< &#"(" ����< 

�� D^�\< h< 7 # 6FNDm� O� 6�F� =�8  F<�" E�&। 
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6Yl� n7'� < 7 # n6OO�&F�\< \�6�� 6 ��  oQ!& 
&�6B< 6Y]<� ����, ���m, o\�F��  F�7 F�< "��\< 
�D �8 =����" E�& । �D �8 O6"' F<� E�84 "�<� oQ  

�D 8 Q�4��-5!� F�< o!�l�r n6OO�&F�\< \G6� 
o\4�� Z���7 । n6OO�&F<� Q"m� !�& &�6B�" 

6Y]�\< =B�" &!�" oQ  5�E( F�< o"��8 h&L 
JD& 7y<( \<F�<  � E�8 6Y]�\< oQ  F�7  � 
F<��। n6OO�&F�\< h�l�r �y�=�z' O� 6�F� =�8  

F<�" E�&। �D �8 6Y]�\< Q6\ 6!�8&��!< &�M�< 

��8#�&��@< 6Yl� o\4�� Q�� "�& "��\< 6 �7< 
��@# &B E�� 4��< Z&z"� o\J� 6\�" =��<। nu'�g 

6Yl� 6F, h< ��@#�� F" ?�" E4�� Q�� "� 
o&�9�� �< �@# 6\�� 6Y]�\< 6Yl�< 6\�F 5�E( 
F�< "D 8�" E�&। !���7< \�6�� E�� oQ!& 6Y]<� 

F�7 F�< "��\<�F 6Yl�< 5�8�� 5 �< o$�� F<� 
h&L "�<� Q��" !���7< ��@# 6 �7�F n�OD '� 
F<�" =��< o!�l�r !&�M�F !�@#�" o$�� F<�~ 
hN�B� !<F�< 6Y] p� 5mF�� �< 7 # Z���7 (� 
oQ &#&i� 6 ���N "� F�Q'F< F<�< 7 # 5<4 
!6%� E�" E�&, "�&M E��"� ]@D \�\=D< ���  � 
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O�<"&� '̂< Z6"6m ��� ou�F 6Y] p��< n&!�  
�m�&~ 
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5�8� =<&"'( !Dt<&� < hF6m ����< Fu� 
6�vD  \�! 

<�{6&|�  !Ó¶˛yÜ ("G "(� &^'), <��FG H 6�Y  6&\#��6t< 
  

O�<"& '̂ hF 6&6$r ³&6Y�#!�� <�{~ hM 
³&6$r# oQ�  O�<"&�!(< ��@# !L�G 6"}" =�u'�F#< 
F�<�z =6<86l" E� o"�6  ZFG 6"}"O��& hM 
³&6$r# 5���\< !���  Zç� 6m" E�� 4��~ 
!��6�FO��& O�<"&� '̂< ��"� ³&6$r# =6f�&�[4 
o\J� Q��। hM =6f�&�[ oQ�  <���N oÄ"]þ 
&<x�&G" 6E��8� o"�6  n=<6\�F <���N }O(< 
 (8�O 78<�6Y =6<&G" &�[�=!�}< ; n #6\�F oQ�  
yl, ]Î ��8O� 6� <���N o"�6  <���N }[�< !7(&, 
Y#��8 =G6u&(< &GEX� & (=~ O�<�"< hM 
=6"�"���<(6z =Dz#!688� }[�< o��E �� n&6i" O�<" 
"u� 6&�Ä< J#�6"!�� h&L M?� ��� F"G 'F 4���' 
oE6<�m�7< (¦¸§´) "F��Z�Ç i�  !Dt<&  h&L "�< 
6&J#�" <�#�8�&[8 m�M}�<~ n<z# =6<&G" hM i�� < 
6 �'8 &��D 4 6 �æ n �6&8 =6<�&Y 6&�Ä< 
þ�z6==�!D �� D^�F 5F6 '̂" F�<~ 
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"�& hM �� �<� &z' �< ��"� !Dt<&� < 
n6@&�!(<� 7(&  n6"&�6E" F<�" =��< �~ 7�8 
FD 6�< ±�Ã�� &�� ¦ hM Z&�\&��F#< ��"� "(¢ F6�  
!L����< ��@# 6\�� "��\< 7(&  n6"&�6E" F<�" 
E�~ h< ���9M ³&Y�J-³7#k ���! F�8�&Y�J( 4 
56Ä -F�6"'F ���! o�s!D6� &��D< Z"#�}�  F��8 
56Ä� < 9B o}��\< 4=< 6&^ ox�B� £’< �"M E�67< 
E�~ }" �¤ &N�<< =6<!LJ#�  n D!��< Z6" § &� 
¦¤ &N< n�< !Dt<& &�!( "(¢, 6&�L!( ��6z'9B 4 
& #�< F&�8 =�B�N~ £¤¤¸ !��8< £µoY o� ‘5�8�’ 
 ��F h<F� hF6m "(¢ 6&�L!( ��6z'9B !Dt<&� < 
4=< 5N�B =�B6N8~ ¶¤ &N�<< Ø�' &#6��\< 
��", =��&'< ¦¸§§ 4 ¦¸¸µ h< ��6z'9�B<  "D 8 �� 
5�8� 6N8 O(^z  O�LF< 4 �L!�äF~  

 
         5�8�< &z' �A 

oF�  6N8 hM 5�8�? o!M !���< 
5�8�6&�� �� D�^<� oF�  6N8? – hM !F8 Z��< 
?X< ?=i�=�F< !��z' &#6�}"O��& Z"#l 
n6O|"� ou�F 5�8�< &z' �< �@#6\�� o\4�� E8। 
     ³7k# ���!< "(¢ \�&\�E $8�N Z�� =�$6\  
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@�<~ �(�&F�Y "J  ]y E�� o}�N~ hM \�&\�E 
?X< &�[�=!�}�< hF }O(< 6 Ó$��=< !G6� F�<, Q�< 
ZO��& £´oY o� <6&&�< !F�8 ou�F 696<696< &G6� 
]y E� 4 Z&8 9�B� E�4�� &M�" u��F~ o&8� 
&�B�< !��u !��u !��� # =6<���z &G6�< o&} 4 9�B� 
E�4�� &G6� =��~ £´oY o� !�<�6\  �O��& n6"&�6E" 
E�~ £µoY o� !F�8 ou�F 9�B� E�4�� 4 &G6�<  o&} 
%�Y &G6� =��~ o<6±4 ��<xg 5�<� 7� �" =�6< 
oQ, =6f�&�[< ?=F� 8&"'( o78�< 6\�F hF6m "(¢ 
6&�L!( ��6z'9B o@�� 5!�N~ o<6±4�" hM o��^z� 
&�<&�< F<� E6�8। £µoY o� o!��&�< !F�8 ¸m�� 
9�B< o&} &#�=FO��& &G6�=�� 4 Z$D < =6<���z &G6� 
E�" u��F~ �6\  =�6z'�� u�F�< F�<�z 4 o7����<< 
ZO��&  \(< 78 &#�=F =6<���z &G6� =��~ h<M 
!��u "(¢ 9�B� E�4��< ZO��&  \(< 78 &��@< 
6F �<� =Q'� =�z' E�� Q��~  \(< hM 78 4 9�B� 
&�"��!< ZO��& &��@< 4=< Z$D < =6<���z $�= 
=B�" u��F~ h�"  n&i�� &��@< \D&'8 i� �68 hM 
$�= !E#  F<�"  � o=�< oO�Ã =�B 4  \(<  78 
¥B�D6B�� ���� Z�&Y F<�" u��F~ ��  <�J�" E�&, 
!Dt<&  oN�P oN�P & (= 6 �� }6�"~ 78 ���� Z�&Y 
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F<�< !��u !��u & (�=< Z��� &!&�!F�<(<�  (�=< 
�@#&"'( oF�� � ?® i��  $�8 5!�" u��F~   
      5���\< &�6B  (�=< �@#&"'( i��  n&6i" 
E4��� hM !�� F�'F�� !��F' 5�<� oF�� � J&< 
=�M6 ~ &�6B< !���  <���< 6\�F o\J�" =�M !F�8 
¸m�< ou�F �� D^ \�8 \�8 ?����< �" o\s�B 
5!�N~ 56� &�6B�" ��-&�&�’< !��u ?� �}< !��u 
hM !& \GY# Z"#l F<6N~ h�  !�� Z6"�&Y( hF 
7  oN�8 5���\< �< oN�B è" oF�� � ?® i��  
$�8 oQ�" &�8, F�<z =�Ä&"'( =�B��68 78�� E�� 
o}�N 4 5���\< 6\�F  o!M 78 o@�� 5!�N~ 
"glz�g &�&�-�� hF6m J��m< ?=< 5�<F6m J�m 
o<�J $��8< &�� �68 "D �8 6\�" u��F~ n #6\�F 56� 
Q"m� !�& "�B�"�6B J��m<  (�$ o&N�� � 58D  &��< 
��@# O<�" u�6F~ o!�8��<< &#�m�6<6m�F oF�� � <F� 
"�< 6N�B J��m "D �8 o\4�� E�~ }y 4 N�}8�68�F 
6 �� 56� <����" $�8 Q�M~ ""l�z 5���\< 
o�6<�"�  78 ¬D F�" ]y F�< 6\���N~ "�<=<  ��r 
¦¤ 6�6 �m< ��@# �(�< ]F� � =DFD < �68 o$��J< 
6 ���^ =6<=�z' E�� Q��~ &�&�-�� Z���7 (� F�}7�68 
÷��ª O�< ��<< 5B��"´ "D �8 6\�� oF��< !��  78 
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o��8 <���� $�8 5�!~  <����" =�B�< !F�8M 7�B� 
E���N~ o!J��  ""l�z E�mD  =Q'� 78 ?�� h�!�N~  
�� D^, FD FD <, }y, N�}8, oOB� � "(¢ 9B 4 &G6�< 
��@# \�6B�� 5�N~ =DFD �<< 6�6� 7�8< ��N�68 o � � 
7�8< !LÉ�Y' h�! �DJ ox�m <� o&6<�� Q���~ }y 
4 N�}8�68�F "�6B�� 56� =��Y &�7��<< hF6m 
o\�F��  o<�J 56! oQJ��   (�$ !��� # 78 5�N 
6FÅ &G6� =B�N  �। 
     \D=D< ¦£m�~  Z$Ï "���&< ��@# O��"' �� D^�68 
<�"m� oF�  <F� n6"&�6E" F<�< ?�Æ�Y# 5p��< 
oJ�7 F<�" ]y F�<। =�B��  ¦µ6m  &�6B< ��@# �6m 
o\�"8� =�F� &�6B 5�N~ =�B�< �� D^<� � &�6B�68�"  
5p� o �~ \D=D< £ m�< !�� ��-&�&� 4 56� hF6m 
&�6B�" o=�N�8�� ।  "J  o!J��  Z�� µ¤ 7  �� D^ 
5p� 6 ���N~ hM !�� =Q'� 9�B� E�4�� =�&'6\F 
ou�F Z&�6E" E6�8~ "� 6&�F8 �om< !��� \6lz 
6\F ou�F Z&�6E" E�" ]y F�<। !�#� µm�< !��� 
9�B< o&} F�� 6}��6N8।  n&�Y�^ <�6r ¦¤m�< !�� 
9B ou�� Q��~ 6FÅ !F�8M  7< <�J6N8 oQ <�6r�" 
oF�  O��&  o7����<< ZO��& 78ç(6" ��m 6F �। 
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!�<� <�6r !F�8M nOD � n&i�� n6"&�6E" 
F�<~ !F�8 5�8�$ � F<6N8 oQ,  \(< 78 Q6\ <�6r 
o&8� ���� Z�&Y F<" "�E�8 n�@'�F< o&Y( �� D^ 
o\4��8 $�=� =�B ��<� oQ"~ 5���\< & (�=< 
=6f��  \(< &�@ oO�Ã 6}�� 78 o8�F�8�� Z�&Y 
F�<6N8~  (�=< =�&'6\�F 7�8< ?®"� 5���\< 
"D 8 �� !��� # F� 6N8~ ����< ?X<-=�&' Z��� 
n&6i" o7�8�\< n&i� 5���\< ou�F4 J�<�= 
6N8~ o7�8<� !�<� <�6r n6"&�6E" F�<6N8 ��N @<� 
o sF��~ !D"<�L 5���\< ��� !E !��  (=6m h&L 
!Dt<&� < =6<6@ OD � ¸¤ Y"�LY  (= 78�å E�� 
6}��6N8, "�& oF�u�4  F� 5&�< oF�u�4 o&Y(~ 
 o!J��  ?=6i" n� F &�� �� D^<� =��&' ��m Q�4�� 
hM 9�B< �" n DÂ= 9B !��F' âG6"$�<z� F<�" 
u��F । 
 
5�8�< "�gl6zF ZO�&A                     

5�8� 9�B ?X< 4 \6l  £´ =<}z� o78�< 
E�! �&�\, 6E[8}¹, o}�!�&�, &�!�(, =�u<Z6"��, 
FD 8"8(,  ��J� �, ZOG 6" ûF�68 O(^zO��& l6"�� 
E��6N8~ Z"#l n6O|"�6m Z�� ?=6<?� !& û�F< 
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n6@&�!(�\< n6O|"�< !��u Z�Q�7# E�& &�8 ��  
E�। 5�8�< "�gl6zF ZO�&4 Z�� !��  O��& 
5�8� F&68"  !& i��  Z�Q�7#~  
       £´oY o� !F�8M "�B�"�6B �D� ou�F ?�� 
&�6B< ?�Æ�Y# <4 � 6\��6N8~ =��&'< 6\�  ZFG 6" oQ 
"�< "��& $�68��6N8 "�< oF�� � 6$Ü 5F��Y  � 
u�F�84 �"'#O� 6��" o<�J 6}��6N8। <���� =$� JB, 
F�m�, 5&7' �, �G" ��N ZOG 6" ±�M E��6N8~ ���-��m 
$�6<6\�F 7�8 mMmD CD< E�� 5�N~ hM !�� 
5&7' �< �=�F =�Y F�6m�� 5�<� &�6B�" o=�N�M। 
o\J8�� ����< n6@F�LY ��6m< &�6B oO�Ã 6}���N। 
5���\< &�6B< \6lz =��Y< o\4��8 oO�Ã 6}���N। 
!D"<�L &�6B�" Z�&Y F<�< 5< oF�� � <��� 6N8 �~ 
n}"#� &�6B< N�?6  (5 D��6 F µ xD m / µ xD m 
=6<��z)  oF�m &�6B< oO"< JD& 9D 6F 6 �� Z�&Y 
F<� E�~ !�� i�  78�å 6N8 6FÅ !��� # hFmD  ?$D  
i��  $��8< &�� !E n #� # Z���7 (� ¯&# ��8� 
�=�F��< <�J� E�~ "�<=< JD& F�� J�m \D 6m &�M�< 
o&< F�< "�< 4=< $��8< &�� 4 n #� # Z���7 (� 
¯&#�6\ o<�J 6r=8 6\�� o¬�F o\4�� E�~ n #6\�F 
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5�<� JD&M O�}#&�  6N8�� oQ 5���\< =�B�< 
 8F� =�68 O��8� 6N8। 6FÅ 78 o 4��< 7 # &¥\�< 
=Q'� 8�M  =�B 6}��6N8~ =�B�< \D7  F�FD  hF6m 
&B ¾��� 78 6 �� =�B�< !�� }y N�}8�68�F 78 
J�4���~ 6FND7  <���< 5&7' ��F hF6r" F�< 
7��}� =6<Î�< F<�" u��F~ !F��8 &�&� 6FND ]F� � 
J�&�< oJ�� <���< 4=< "�&D ³"<( F<�" ]y 
F�< । 56� &�&��F !�E�Q# F<�" u�6F~ ����< 
6" 6m =�F� &�6B�" <��� F<� E� 4 =�B�< !F8�F 
J�4��� � E�~ \D=D<�&8� �� ? D  ³"<( F�< । 6&�F8 
ou�F J�&�< ³"<( F<� ]y E�। !&�M <����" "�&D 
³"<( F�< Z�� hF ��! &!&�! F�<6N8~ £�oY o� 
!F�8 ou�F  \(< O�Ã� nL�Y o�<���"< F�7 ]y 
E�~ \D=D<�&8� =>����"< =l ou�F 6r=8, $�8, 
6$�B-�B, �D6B 6&"<z F<� E�~ 5���\< &�6B< $�8 
o � � 7�8< !LÉ�Y'  � h�84 =�B�< n6@F�LY 
&#6��\< $�8 o � � 7�8 Z�� £´ �v� 
±D �&6N8~ o!�68 Z��  � E�� 6}��6N8~ 
      £§oY o� ou�F hF !Ç�E =Q'�  \(< &��@< 
oO�Ã Q�4�� nL�Y QD�F�8(  "g=<"�� ni��( 
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&�@�68�F i��( F�< }�B o"�8�< o$�� F<� E�। "� 
 � E�8 o � � 78 o7����<< !�� ���� Z�&Y F<" 4 
O�m�< !�� o&6<�� oQ" h< x�8 5�<� O(^zO��& 
��<�äF <F� l6" E�" =�<"~ 5���\< û�F 
FD �(<��<( n>�8 Z�� & #� E�� Q�4��< =< Zu� ¶ 
��! &�@ o�<�<�" F<� E�6 ~ h< x�8 o!J��  
o7����<< 78 ¬D �F�N 4 o&6<�� o}�N~ h<=< ou�F 
Z6"6\  oF�   � oF�� � !Li� r�z 6 �� 5!�"� 
5���\< ���� oQ�  <��FG H 6�Y , O�<" o!&�p� 
!L� "��\< ��@# n #"�~ ���B���6< &#&!��(<� $�8, 
6$�B, �D6B, �B, =� (� 78, &�®��\< 7 # ]F� � \D@ 
6&"<z F�<6N8। Z�� hF =lF�8 n6"&�6E" E4��< 
=< & #�< !�� oQ o � �78 Z�&Y F�<6N8 "� 
n� Fm�M o&6<�� Q��~ =>����"< !E��"�� o�6Y� < 
!�E��Q# =DFD �<< o � �78 &�M�< o&< F�< o\4�� 
E�~ hM !��� =>����"<  =l ou�F Z6"6\  6û6$L 
=�?±�< NB�� � E�"� 4 <���F<� J�&�< 6&"<z F<� 
E"~ 5���\< &��76�< hF6m !��� # ?$D  nL�Y 
o\�$�8� oN�P &�6B ³"<( E� 4 ��<< N�?6  6r=8 
6\�� o¬�F o\4�� E�~ Z�� hF��! hMO��& 
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n6"&�6E" E4��< =< <��� ou�F !F�8M "�&D ?6��� 
6 ��6N8~ Q��\< &�6B & #��" =D�<�=D6< oO�Ã 6}��6N8 
"�<� 5���\< ��"� ni��( &�6B ³"<( F�<6N8 5< 
Q��\< 5L6YF l6" E��6N8 "�<� &�6B6m o�<��" 
F�< &�! F<�" u��F~ & #�< Z�� o\B ��! =<  
r��z< =6<��  F�� 5�!। !&7( 4 J�\# Y�^#< \�� 
5F�Y oN��� E�� Q��~ }GE=�68" }&�6\ =]�\<�F 
O�8 J�B< }�\� ou�F JB o\4�� E�~ 6FÅ 6FND 
6\� < ��@# =] J�\# !LFm o\J� o\�~ "�M hM 
}y�68�F !&�M JD& n« \��� 6&6% F�< o\�~ ���� 
& '̂��" oF�� � $�^ E�6 । & #�< Z�� \D-��! =< ou�F 
5�8�< ZFG " !LFm ?�& E�। 5�8��" l�l6"< 
\y  =6<&�< Z6" <�7# !<F�< ¦¤,¤¤¤ m�F� Z\�  
F�<6N8~ 6FÅ ����< oF�  5��< ?=��  � u�F�� 
����< =Dy^<� �DC�M, !D<�m, 5��\�&�\, "�6�8 �BD , 
oF<�8� ZOG 6" i��  F��7< oJ��7 Q��। hM !�� 
o�s!D�( &��D< ZO��& !L}6�" &G6�=��"< x�8  "D   
78 4 =��&'< o � �78 6�6p" E�� Z$D < ���N< 7Ð 
E� oQ�  – oOm6F ,6$Ã6B F��FM,µ ��8 ZOG 6"~ hM 
��N �� D�^< 5��< ?g! 6E!��& 6FNDm� !�E�Q# 
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F�<6N8~ "�& hM !�� �g!#7(&(<� JD& !�!#�< 
!ÝDJ(  E��6N8~ ���N< hM 6&Y�8 =6<��z oQ�}�  
u�F�< F�<�z ���N< \�� &#�=F O��& F�� Q��~ 
     Y(�"< �<!D�� ��� ]6F�� o}�8 h8�F� 
=D }'�� < F�7 ]y E�~ & #�� 7�8< o���" oO�Ã 
Q�4�� <����68�" Z�� ¸ xD m ?$D  F�< ��6m o\4�� 
E�~ £ m�F� oF67 \�< ���! ¦¶ oF67 5�8� $�8 
&v  F<�  ]y E�~ h<M !��u =��&'�� F��7< \y  
�� D�^< nu'�}� E�8 \D\'Y� 6FNDm� 8��& E�~ 5�8�< 
=�<< &N< !F�8 FG 6^F�7 F�< 6FÅ x!8 5Y� DÂ= 
E�6 ~ "�& \D &N< =< J<� �<]�� $�^ F�<  �� D^ 
o!M nO�& 6�6m�� o �~ hMO��& $�^-5&�\ ]y 
E�8 @(�< @(�< hM 5�8� F&68" ����68< 7(&  
Q�r� W�O�6&F N�t 6x�< 5�!। 
 
5�8� =<&"'( hF6m ����< !�q6"F 6$rA 
      5�8�< =< Z�� § &N< n6"&�6E" E�� 
6}���N~ �� D�^< âG6" ou�F Z�� 5�8� YÁ6m �D�N 
6}���N~ 5�8� F&68" i�� < �� D^7  hJ  oF�  
5�N ? &"'���   o!J� F�< 5u'-!���67F =6<6i6"< 
n&i� oF� ? hM Z��< ?X< o=�" \6lz £´ 
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=<}z� o78�< F#�6 L �EFD ��< n�}'" o}�!�&� û�F 
n&6i" &�68 ¦  L ���=>����"< n@( �   
5�8���u( ���� £¤¦¶ !��8  �OC�<< £ 4 � 
"�6<�J hF6m lD ¯ !�(l� F<� E�~ hM !�(l�< �@# 
6\�� 5�8� F&68" !Dt<&� < hF6m ����< 
!�q6"F 6$r xD �m ?���N। ���	
 ��� ��
�� 
����, FG ^F, �g!#7(&(, O#� $�8F 4 &#�&!��(�\< 
�"��"�F Z�@#� # o\4�� E���N~ "�& &"'���  "�<� 
oF� O��& 7(& Q�r� n6"&�6E" F<�N  &� 5�8�< 
ZO�& hJ 4 "�<� oF� O��& n DO& F�<  – o! 
6&^�� !F�8 6O� �" &#� F�<�N ।                                                           

       n6@F�LY FG 6^7(&(�\< ��", 5�8� 4 5�8�< 
=�<< &N�< ?g=�\  5Y� DÂ= E�6 ~ 6FÅ "�<=< 
ou�F @�� < ?g=�\  o&�B�N~ &"'���  5�8�< =��&'< 
ou�F o&Y( x!8 ?g=��6\" E��। "�N�B� £ m�F� 
oF67 \�< =6<&�< 6=ND ���! ¦¶ oF67 $�8  o\4��< 
x�8 FG ^FF�\< n&i�< ?�6" ��m�N। 
       FG ^F�\< n&i� !���^7 F E�84 
�g!#7(&(�\< n&i� JD&M J�<�=~ �g!#7(&(�\<  ��", 
5�8�< &N�< h&L 5�8�< =�<< &N�<  \(�" ��N 
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n� F o&Y( =6<���  =�4�� oQ"~ 6FÅ "�<=< ou�F 
&"'���  ���N< =6<��z 5�8�< =��&'< =6<���z< ou�F 
F�� Q��~ "�N�B� ��N @<�< Z���7 (� ¯&# oQ� -
7�8, \6B, ¾��, &B6YF�m� ZOG 6"< \�� &#�=FO��& 
&G6� o=���N~ hF6m ?\�E<z 6\�8 6&^�6m =6<Î�< 
E�&~ 5�8�< =��&' hF6m &B6YF�m�< \�� 6N8 5B�M 
m�F� 6FÅ &"'���  o!6m< \�� &G6� o=�� E���N !�" 
m�F� =>�Y =�!�। �
���	� �� 6=6$L !E�Q��} 
 \(< &�@ 6 �'��z< 7 #  \(< "(< ou�F $�<�Y� xD m 
F�< 76� n6@}GE(" E�~ n6@F�LY �g!#7(&(< 76�< 
=6<��  JD&M F� h&L  \(< @��< "��\< &�!i� । 

n6@�E�z< F�<�z "�<� &�!i�  E�6<�� ? �� E�� 
Q��~ 76�< 6&6 ��� Q�u� =6<���  nu' o=�84 o!M 
nu' oF�  �y�=�z' F��7 &#&E�< F<�" =��<6 ~ "�& 
n� �F � nu' 6\�� !��� # 76� 6F �" o=�<6N�8 । 

hM!& F�<�z 7(& Q�r� 6 &'��E< 7 # o&Y( =6<���z 
��N @<�< ?�Æ�Y# �g!#7(&(�\< !<F�<( 6 �\'Y 4 
&���< O��F ?�=l� F�< &� < �@#6i" J�6B�68�"¶ 

��N @<�" oQ�" E��, F�<z � i��  o&Y( =6<���z 
��N =�4�� Q��~ h< \y  n� F�F "�< ��8#&�  
7(&  E�<��" E���N~ }" ¶ ���!< =6<!LJ#�  
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n DQ��( Z6" ���! hF7  F�< �g!#7(&( &���< 
6YF��< =6<z" E��। 
      ����< 6Yl�&#&i� !C�� oF�  6YlF �E�Y� 
!���^7 F &#�J#� 6\�8   �~ "��\< ��", ���� 
6Yl�< Z6" �� D�^< o"�  5�E 6N8 �। 5�8�< =< 
6Yl� &#&i�6mM h�F&��< oO�Ã =�B�N~ 5�8�< =�< 
���� n�u'�=�7'� < oF� 4 !D�Q�}  � u�F�� =Dy^<� 
"�6�8 �BD , !D<�m, oF<�8�, �DC�M ZOG 6" i��  }�  
F�<~ � !& i��  Z�� � &� § ��! F�7 F<�< =< 
¶¤ ou�F �¤ E�7�< m�F� 6 �� &�6B�" 6x�< 5�!~ 
=D <�� "�<� 5&�< �!& i��  }�  F�<~ !D"<�L 
n6@F�LY !�� &�6B< n6OO�&F &�M�< u�F�N। 
h6\�F oN�8<� =B�] �< Z6" n�� ��Q�}( E�� ?��N। 
��
�� n� F�l�r ����< n6OO�&F� "�<� ���  
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